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Romanes Lecture 

Professor Steven Chu, Professor of Physics 
and Molecular and cellular Physiology, 
Stanford, will deliver the romanes Lecture at 
5.45pm on 11 November in the Sheldonian. to 
book a free ticket: www.ox.ac.uk/romanes.

Subject: ‘Our energy and climate change 
challenges and solutions’

Charles Simonyi Lecture

David MacKay, regius Professor of 
Engineering, cambridge, and former chief 
Scientific advisor to the Department of Energy 
and climate change, will give the 2014 charles 
Simonyi Lecture at 5pm on 14 November at 
the oxford Playhouse. Introduction by Marcus 
du Sautoy, Simonyi Professor for the Public 
Understanding of Science. tickets: £7 (£5 
concessions). Information and booking: www.
oxfordplayhouse.com/show/?eventid=3227.

Subject: tbc

Humanities 

TORCH | The Oxford Research Centre in 
the Humanities

TORCH Enlightenment Programme/
Besterman Centre for the Enlightenment

BeSterMan LeCture

Professor Joachim Whaley, cambridge, will 
deliver the 2014 besterman Lecture at 5.15pm 
on 20 November in room 2, taylor Institution, 
followed by a wine reception to which all are 
welcome.

Subject: ‘True enlightenment can be both 
achieved and beneficial. the German 
enlightenment and its interpretation’

Enlightenment Correspondences 
Network/OUP

CoLLoquiuM anD BooK LaunCh

a colloquium to celebrate the publication 
of The Letters of William Godwin, Volume II: 
1798–1805, edited by Pamela clemit (oUP), will 
be held 4.30–5.30pm on 18 November in the 
Haldane room, Wolfson, followed by drinks. 
all welcome; no booking necessary. Speakers: 
Professor Mark Philp, Warwick, Dr Jenny 
Mcauley, Professor Jon Mee, york, Professor 
Pamela Clemit, Durham. chair: Professor 
Nicholas Halmi

Unconscious Memory seminars 

the following seminars will be given 4.30–
6.45pm on Mondays in the Seminar room, 
radcliffe Humanities building. the papers 
will be presented consecutively followed by 
drinks and discussion. contact: sowon.park@
ell.ox.ac.uk.

20 Oct: Exploring the two cultures: 
neuroscience and literature on unconscious 
memory

Larry Squire, california at San Diego: 
‘Conscious and unconscious memory 
systems of the mammalian brain’ 
Simon Kemp: ‘Unconscious memory from 
Proust to the present’

1 Dec: Unconscious memory and mental space
Michael Burke, Utrecht: ‘Implicit memory 
in literary discourse processing’
Sebastian Groes, roehampton: 
‘Neurofictions? Literary and neuroscientific 
persepctives on psychogeography’

Ibsen Network lecture

Professor Julie holledge and Professor Frode 
helland, centre for Ibsen Studies, oslo, will 
lecture at 2.15pm on 17 october in the Seminar 
room, radcliffe Humanities building.

Subject: ‘Ibsen on theatre and the art of 
acting’

Faculty of Classics 

Classical Art Research Centre

Joint SeMinar With eMerGenCe oF 
SaCreD traveL, aarhuS

Dr troels Myrup Kristensen, aarhus, and 
Dr Peter Stewart will organise a special joint 
seminar from 10am on 21 November in the 
Haldane room, Wolfson. all welcome, but 
booking essential: carc@classics.ox.ac.uk or 
01865 278083. Further information: www.
carc.ox.ac.uk/events.

Subject: ‘Sacred landscapes in classical art’

APGRD

PuBLiC LeCtureS

the following public lectures will be given at 
2.15pm on Mondays in the Lecture theatre, 
Ioannou centre for classical and byzantine 
Studies, 66 St Giles’. Free.

Professor anthony Boyle, Southern california
20 Oct: ‘Mediating Medea’

Workshop
Professor edith hall, KcL (chair), and 
Professor richard hunter, cambridge 
(respondent)

27 Oct: ‘Physical comedy in a “new” Greek 
papyrus: Peter Parsons’ knock-about: P.oxy. 
5189’

Professor Marni thomas Wood, berkeley
3 Nov: ‘Working with Martha Graham’

ian rickson
24 Nov: ‘On directing Electra at the old Vic 
(2014)’

SeMinar SerieS: reCePtion anD the 
SenSeS

the following seminars will be given at 5pm 
on Mondays in the Seminar room, Ioannou 
centre for classical and byzantine Studies, 
66 St Giles’. conveners: Professor Fiona 
Macintosh, Dr Helen Slaney

Dr Katharine Craik, oxford brookes
13 Oct: ‘rhetoric and wonder in 
Shakespeare’s sonnets’

Dr Mark Bradley, Nottingham
20 Oct: ‘Smell and smelling in ancient Rome’

Dr armand D'angour
27 Oct: ‘Hearing ancient sounds through 
modern ears’

Dr Zena Kamash, rHUL
3 Nov: ‘Senses and sites: reception and the 
senses in Roman archaeology’

Dr alexia Petsalis-Diomidis, KcL
10 Nov: ‘ancient Greek vases and modern 
British bodies’

Professor robert Douglas-Fairhurst
17 Nov: ‘Literature and pain management’

Dr helen Slaney
24 Nov: ‘objects from the grand tour; or, five 
ways to handle separation’

Dr anna Foka, Umeå
1 Dec: ‘Sensory prototypes for ancient 
entertainment’

Faculty of English Language and 
Literature 

Professor of Poetry Lecture

Professor Sir Geoffrey hill will deliver the 
Professor of Poetry Lecture at 5.30pm on  
2 December in the Examination Schools.

Subject: ‘Mine angry and defrauded young’

Clarendon Lectures in English

PoetiCS oF the PiLLory: enGLiSh 
Literature anD SeDitiouS LiBeL, 
1660–1820

Professor thomas Keymer, chancellor 
Jackman Professor of English, toronto, will 
deliver the clarendon Lectures in English 
at 5.15pm on the following days in Lecture 
theatre 2, St cross building.

11 Nov: ‘Faint meaning: Dryden and 
restoration censorship’ (followed by drinks 
reception)

mailto:sowon.park@ell.ox.ac.uk
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13 Nov: ‘Libels in hieroglyphicks: Defoe, 
Pope’

18 Nov: ‘the trade of libelling: Fielding, 
Johnson’

20 Nov: ‘Southey’s new Star chamber’

Oxford Wells Shakespeare Lectures

ShaKeSPeare | Cut: ForMS anD 
eFFeCtS aCroSS Four CenturieS

Professor Bruce Smith, Dean’s Professor of 
English and Professor of theatre, Southern 
california, will deliver the oxford Wells 
Shakespeare Lectures in English at 5.15pm  
on the following days in Lecture theatre 2,  
St Cross Building. 

21 Oct: ‘cuts in, to, by, from and with 
Shakespeare’ (followed by drinks reception)

23 Oct: ‘Short cuts’

28 Oct: ‘Cutting-edge technologies’

30 Oct: ‘The latest cut’

Meet the Poet Series

the american poet a e Stallings will lecture as 
part of the Meet the Poet Series at 6.30pm on 27 
November in the Pusey room, Keble. 

The Poet’s Essay

adam Phillips, internationally renowned 
psychotherapist and essayist, will give a 
seminar as part of the Poet’s Essay seminar 
series at 4.30pm on 19 November in the Pusey 
room, Keble. Free and open to all.

20th/21st-century Modern Literature 
graduate seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5.30pm 
on tuesdays in the New Seminar room, St 
John’s. conveners: Dr Patrick Hayes, Dr Kate 
McLoughlin

Mark Ford, UcL
21 Oct: ‘Something is happening: british 
poetry now’

alex houen, cambridge
4 Nov: ‘Fearful asymmetries: reckoning 
sacrifice in literary responses to the war on 
terror’

rebecca Beasley
18 Nov: ‘Russian literature in Britain: 
propaganda, translation and fiction during 
the Great War’

American Literature research seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5pm on 
thursdays in the Lecture room, rothermere 
american Institute. conveners: Dr Lloyd Pratt, 
Dr rachel Malkin

tessa roynon
16 Oct: ‘renaissance man? ralph Ellison and 
Life magazine, 1947–8’

rachel Malkin
30 Oct: ‘ “are things getting better, or much 
worse?”: ordinary consolations and the 
good life in Richard Ford’

Barbara Ladd, Emory
13 Nov: ‘beyond the plantation: the global, 
the grotesque and the local in the US South’

Early Modern Literature Seminar

the following seminars will be given at 
5.15pm on tuesdays in the St cross building. 
conveners: Professor rhodri Lewis, Professor 
Tiffany Stern

Colin Burrow
14 Oct, History of the Book Room: ‘Imitation 
in later-16th-century England’

nicholas McDowell, Exeter 
4 Nov, Seminar Room A: ‘ “Seasoned with 
witty sayings”: how andrew Marvell heard 
his Rabelais’

Claire Preston, QMUL
25 Nov, History of the Book Room: ‘ “a pretty 
home in athens”: literary places of early-
modern science’

Medieval English research seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5.15pm 
on Wednesdays in the History of the Book 
room, St cross building, unless otherwise 
noted. Everyone welcome. conveners: 
Professor Vincent Gillespie, Professor Daniel 
Wakelin

Jane Griffiths
15 Oct: ‘ “In bookes þus I wryten fynde”: 
Hoccleve’s self-glossing in The Regiment of 
Princes and the Series’

John Garth, andy orchard and Francis 
Leneghan

22 Oct: ‘Tolkien’s Beowulf: a roundtable’

Megan Leitch, cardiff
29 Oct: ‘Drowsy knights and dreamers: the 
ethics and affect of sleep from chaucer to 
Malory’

Kylie Murray
5 Nov: ‘boethius’ reception in 12th-century 
Scotland’

orietta Da rold, cambridge
12 Nov: ‘Paper in the medieval literary 
imagination’

tim Flight
19 Nov: ‘a contemplative reading of the old 
English Vercelli Homily IX. “the Devil’s 
account of the Next World” ’

Barry Windeatt, cambridge
3 Dec: ‘true image? the vernicle in England’ 
(followed by christmas drinks party)

Postcolonial Writing and Theory seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5.15pm 
on thursdays in the okinaga room, Wadham. 
conveners: Professor Elleke boehmer, Dr 
ankhi Mukherjee

Kai easton, SoaS 
16 Oct: ‘the J M coetzee papers at the Harry 
ransome center, austen, tX: discussion’

Jennifer yusin, Drexel 
30 Oct: ‘the future life of postcolonial 
trauma’

Laetitia Zecchini, cEIaS cNrS-EHESS, Paris 
6 Nov: ‘Moving lines: arun Kolatkar and 
literary modernism in India’

nayanika Mookherjee, Durham 
20 Nov: ‘Haunted senses: “feeling” the raped 
woman of the bangladesh war of 1971’

Michelle Kelly
27 Nov: ‘J M coetzee and the cultures of 
confession’ 

Conference 

a Global History of the book (1780–) 
conference will be held on 4 and 5 December 
at Ertegun House in collaboration with the 
English Faculty and the oxford centre of Global 
History (John Fell funded).

Romantic Research seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5.30pm 
on Mondays at Lincoln. conveners: Professor 
Stafford, Professor Halmi, Dr Michael, Professor 
Newlyn, Professor Perry

Lucy newlyn
27 Oct: ‘In conversation: Dorothy and 
William Wordsworth’

10 Nov: tbc

24 Nov: tbc

Victorian Research seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5.15pm 
on Mondays in the History of the book room, 
St cross building. Drinks reception after each 
seminar. all welcome. conveners: Professor 
Shuttleworth, Dr Evangelista, Dr barnes, Dr 
Abberley

alison Booth, Virginia
20 Oct: ‘Victorian topographies: literary 
homes and haunts, calendars and countries’

Peter robinson, reading
3 Nov: ‘Sex, lies and poetry: The Ballad of 
Reading Gaol’

Sos eltis 
17 Nov: ‘oscar Wilde: celticism, identity and 
Dion Boucicault’
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Wendy Parkins, Kent
1 Dec: ‘Silkworms and shipwrecks: 
sustainability in Dombey and Son’

Literature and Material Culture seminars 

the following seminars will be given at 
5.15pm on tuesdays in the History of the book 
room, English Faculty. conveners: claire 
Johnstone and Hannah ryley. Please see http://
literaturematerial.wordpress.com for more 
information.

Dr adam Smyth
21 Oct: ‘Fallen books in early modern 
England: or, what can we do with errors in 
print?’

Dr Paula Byrne
4 Nov: ‘ “the life of small things”: 
researching and writing an object-based 
biography of Jane austen’

Dr vike Plock, Exeter
18 Nov: ‘Edith Wharton, fashion and the 
fictions of modernity’ 

Graduate Panel
2 Dec: Caitlin Bailey, canada: ‘a narrative 
of things: World War I scrapbooks and the 
materiality of texts’; helen Saunders, KcL: 
‘ “Hold that fellow with the bad trousers”: 
sartorial distinction in “Wandering 
rocks” (James Joyce’s Ulysses)’; Beatrice 
Montedoro: ‘Reading early modern drama: 
the “material trace” left in commonplace 
books’

Faculties of English /History/History of 
Art/Theology/Music 

The Bible in Art, Music and Literature 
interdisciplinary seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5pm 
on Mondays in the Danson room, trinity. 
convener: Dr c Joynes

Dr Jane Potter, oxford brookes
20 Oct: ‘ “christ is literally in no-man’s land”: 
the bible and First World War poetry’

the revd Dr akma adam
3 Nov: ‘Sensuous hermeneutics’ 

Dr anne Price-owen, Wales trinity St David
17 Nov: ‘biblical allusions in a “shape 
in words [and war]”: David Jones’s In 
Parenthesis’

Dr Samuel tongue, Glasgow
1 Dec: ‘ “It’s not the end of the world”: Darren 
Aronofsky’s Noah and IMaX apocalypse 
ecology’

Faculty of History 

Inaugural Lecture

Professor Lyndal roper, regius Professor 
of History, will deliver her inaugural lecture 
at 5pm on 23 october in South School, 
Examination Schools. Followed by a drinks 
reception.

Subject: ‘Luther, dreams and the 
Reformation’

Harmsworth Lecture

Professor annette Gordon-reed, charles 
Warren Professor of american Legal History, 
Harvard, will deliver the Harmsworth Lecture 
at 5pm on 18 November in the Examination 
Schools. 

Subject: ‘constituting “the people”: law’s 
empire and the american imagination’ 

Annual Special Faculty Lecture

Professor Joan Scott, Institute for advanced 
Study, Princeton, will deliver the annual 
Special Faculty Lecture at 5pm on 20 october 
in the Examination Schools.

Subject: ‘Thoughts about secularism and 
gender equality (with a focus on France)’

History Faculty Research Seminar

tranSCuLturaL oBJeCtS: exChanGeS 
oF iDeaS anD iDentity, c1000–1800

the following seminars will be given at 1.30pm 
on Wednesdays in the Headley Lecture 
theatre, ashmolean Museum. conveners: 
Dr Matthew Landrus, Dr Mallica Kumbera 
Landrus

Professor Partha Mitter 
15 Oct: ‘An exotic encounter: the gift of the 
first Hindu sculpture to the ashmolean’

Dr Stephen Johnston 
22 Oct: ‘Instruments between England and 
Morocco: mathematical exchange in 1600’

Professor Giorgio riello, Warwick
29 Oct: ‘Cotton textiles as luxuries in South 
asia, Southeast asia and Northern Europe 
in the 16th and 17th centuries’

Dr Linda Baez, Warburg
5 Nov: ‘New Hispanic folding screens: image 
generating artifacts as forgers of identity’

Dr Marta ajmar, V&a
12 Nov: ‘Seeing into things: understanding 
materiality and longue-durée cross-cultural 
connections in early modern objects’

Professor nigel Llewellyn, tate Museum
19 Nov: ‘the “court, country, city” research 
project: britain and the world’

Professor Martin Kemp 
26 Nov: ‘the swastika: violated vision’

Professor anna Contadini, SoaS
3 Dec: ‘Questions of identity: the ambo of 
Henry II and other complex objects’

Economic and Social History 
departmental research seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5pm 
on tuesdays in the Wharton room, all Souls. 
conveners: Professor Humphries, Professor 
o’rourke, Professor oxley

Jan de vries, berkeley
14 Oct: ‘the urban demographic transition’

alan taylor, california at Davis
21 Oct: ‘The great mortgaging’

Sian Pooley
28 Oct: ‘Parenthood, ageing and identity in 
England, 1850–1914’

Pam Sharpe, tasmania 
4 Nov: ‘the Scottish Highlands, economic 
change and the Van Diemen’s Land settler 
c1820–50’

veronica aoki Santarosa, Michigan Law 
School

11 Nov: ‘Pre-banking financial 
intermediation: evidence from a brokerage 
reform in 18th-century Marseille’

Simon DeDeo, Indiana 
18 Nov: ‘the civilising process in London’s 
Old Bailey’

neil Cummins, LSE
25 Nov: ‘Longevity and the rise of the west: 
lifespans of the European elite, 800–1800’

Peter Solar, Vesalius college
2 Dec: ‘rents in pre-famine Ireland’

Modern European History seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5pm 
on thursdays in the History Faculty building, 
George Street, unless otherwise noted. all 
welcome to attend. Seminars preceded by tea 
in the common room from 4.30pm.

Kevin Passmore, cardiff
16 Oct: ‘the reception of Fascism and 
Nazism in France’

Giulia albanese, Padua
23 Oct: ‘The end of the liberal institutions in 
Italy, Spain and Portugal in the 1920s’

Philip nord, Princeton
30 Oct: ‘French Communism and the 
memory of deportation’ 

Adam von Trott Memorial Lecture
Martin Conway

6 Nov, Mansfield: ‘the heirs of von trott? 
the construction of post-war Western 
Europe’ (followed by a reception at 6.30pm)
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vincent Druliolle, carlos III, Madrid
13 Nov: ‘The struggle for the recognition of 
violent pasts: the politics of victimhood in 
contemporary Spain’

andrew newby, Helsinki
20 Nov: ‘ “the joy of sivistys”: famine and 
nation-building in 1860s Finland’

Dejan Djokic, Goldsmiths
27 Nov: ‘Writing a history of Serbia today’

Suan Sheridan Breakwell
4 Dec: ‘Emotion, parenting and the cultural 
politics of evacuation during the Spanish 
civil War’ 

Global and Imperial History Research 
Seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5pm on 
Fridays in the colin Matthew room, History 
Faculty. conveners: Professor John Darwin, Dr 
Jan-Georg Deutsch, Dr Margret Frenz, Dr Miles 
Larmer

Sheryllynne haggerty, Nottingham 
17 Oct: ‘Structural holes and bad ideas: 
Liverpool’s atlantic trade networks 1711–13’

David Washbrook 
24 Oct: ‘civic nationalism and nation-
building in colonial India: the origins of 
Indian modernity’

David abulafia, cambridge 
31 Oct: ‘oceanic port cities: some case-
studies’

Joya Chatterji, cambridge 
7 Nov: ‘cities after empires’

Karl hack, open
14 Nov: ‘reinventing the Empire city: 
Singapore, empire and globalisation’

Pedro aires oliveira, Nova de Lisboa
21 Nov: ‘Luanda and the twilight of 
Portuguese rule in angola’

Mark Whittow 
28 Nov: ‘an over-grown city state? city and 
empire in byzantium’

Stuart Ward, copenhagen
5 Dec: ‘the European provenance of 
decolonisation’

History of Political Thought research 
seminar

the following seminars will be given at 12.15pm 
on tuesdays in the Swire Seminar room, 
University college. all welcome. conveners: 
ben Jackson, David Leopold, Sarah Mortimer, 
Jon Parkin

Professor David Weinstein, Wake Forest
14 Oct: ‘What philosophical use is 
intellectual history?’

Mr nicolas Stone villani
21 Oct: ‘Aristotle in the orchard: the Rucellai 
Gardens and the aristotelian tradition’

Dr Sophie Smith
28 Oct: ‘Political science before Hobbes’

Dr Michael Lamb
4 Nov: ‘beyond pessimism: a structure of 
encouragement in Augustine’s City of God’

Dr tim rogan, cambridge
11 Nov: ‘Society and state in 20th-century 
britain revisited’

Dr richard Serjeantson, cambridge
18 Nov: ‘May subjects defending themselves 
in case of religion take up arms against their 
sovereign? a dangerous question and its 
answers (in 1622)’

Professor Philip Schofield, UcL
25 Nov: ‘Jeremy bentham on utility and 
truth’

Transnational and Global History 
graduate research seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5pm on 
tuesdays in corpus christi, unless otherwise 
noted. conveners: roshan allpress, brant 
Moscovitch, arthur asseraf, Kate Kennedy, Dr 
benjamin Mountford

roundtable discussion
21 Oct: ‘How do you go global?’

David Kirkpatrick, Edinburgh
4 Nov: ‘beyond catholic vs Protestant: 
Latin american liberation theology, 
protestantism and ecumenism in the 
postwar period’

James Poskett, cambridge
18 Nov: ‘Metropole of the mind: the making 
of phrenology in 19th-century bengal’

Professor Marilyn Lake, Edinburgh
4pm, 2 Dec, Rothermere American Institute: ‘ 
“our common ideals”: australian–american 
Pacific crossings and progressive politics’

History of Medicine 

SeMinar SerieS: DiSeaSe, heaLth anD 
MeDiCine SinCe 1800

the following seminars will be given at  
2.15pm on Mondays in the Seminar room, 
47 banbury road. convener: Professor Mark 
Harrison

Dr Mark honigsbaum, QMUL
13 Oct: ‘Karl Friedrich Meyer and the birth of 
modern ideas of disease ecology’

Professor Mark harrison
20 Oct: ‘The army and the doctors in late-
Victorian britain’

Dr tudor Georgescu, oxford brookes
27 Oct: ‘Integrating the periphery: a history 
of transylvanian Saxon medicine between 
budapest, bucharest and berlin, 1887–1944’

Dr Saurabh Mishra, Sheffield
3 Nov: ‘the coolie’s long journey: disease 
and mortality on ships carrying indentured 
labourers, 1834–1920’

Dr Samiksha Sehrawat, Newcastle
10 Nov: ‘Medical philanthropy in colonial 
north India’

Professor John Stewart, Glasgow caledonian
17 Nov: ‘oxford and shell shock in the Great 
War’

Dr Jeong-ran Kim
24 Nov: ‘Malaria and Japanese imperialism 
in Manchuria’

Dr Cressida Jervis read
1 Dec: ‘Metropolitan mosquitoes: tracing the 
emergence of dengue fever in urban India’

History of Science 

SeMinar SerieS

the following seminars will be given at 3pm on 
thursdays in the rees Davies room, Faculty 
of History, George Street. convener: Professor 
Pietro corsi

Dr Silke ackermann
16 Oct: ‘Science in the service of religion: 
opportunities and challenges’

Dr raphael Sandoz, Geneva
23 Oct: ‘the riddle of “applicability of 
mathematics”: its place in the historical 
discussions about the classification of the 
sciences’

Dr omar nasim, Kent
30 Oct: ‘Photography is not alone: a mixed 
history of photographing the heavens’

Dr Jed Foland
6 Nov: ‘the case for scientific reenactments: 
recreating 18th-century microscopy’

Mr alexander iosad
13 Nov: ‘the changing fortunes of scientific 
curiosity in 18th-century Russia’

Professor Gregory radick, Leeds
20 Nov: ‘Making the case for a return for the 
biometrician-Mendelian debate’

Professor Joe Cain, UcL
27 Nov: ‘the synthesis period in 
evolutionary studies’

Dr Giovanni di Pasquale, Florence
4 Dec: ‘classics, archaeology and science’
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Pleasure in Late Antiquity and the Middle 
Ages classes

the following classes will be given at 3.30pm 
on thursdays in room 1, Examination Schools.

16 Oct: 'the Greeks. Hēdonē and various 
forms of sensual utilitarianism '

30 Oct: 'the church. Happiness as the 
outcome of true faith'

13 Nov: 'the pleasure of the arts'

27 Nov: 'other paths to pleasure: sainthood, 
motherhood, readings, curiosity, etc'

History of Art Department 

Oxford Art History research seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5pm 
on tuesdays in the Lecture theatre, 2nd Floor, 
Littlegate House, St Ebbe’s, unless otherwise 
noted. conveners: Dr M Leino, oxford brookes, 
Dr M Walker, Professor  
T Wilson

Dr Camille Mathieu
14 Oct: ‘Géricault: violence and volume in 
restoration Rome’

Gijs van hensbergen, LSE
21 Oct: ‘a Spanish Picasso’

Professor Katie Scott, courtauld
28 Oct: ‘Parade’s end: on charles-antoine 
coypel’s bed and the origins of inwardness’

neil MacGregor, british Museum
6pm, Mon, 3 Nov, St Peter’s chapel: 
‘Germany: memories of a nation.’ booking 
essential: www.bookwhen.com/stpeters.

ros holmes
11 Nov: ‘Paper dreams: visualising civility 
and social status in contemporary china’

Dr Christina anderson
18 Nov: ‘Commerce and culture: the Flemish 
merchant diaspora, 1450–1650’

rebecca Lyons, christie’s Education, London
25 Nov: ‘Sales, deals and display: the 
London art world in 1806’

Dr elizabeth Pilliod, independent scholar
2 Dec: ‘Pontormo’s process at San Lorenzo: 
the lost frescoes of the choir’ 

Faculty of Linguistics, Philology and 
Phonetics 

General Linguistics Seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5.15pm 
on Mondays in room 2, taylor Institution. 
conveners: Professor a Lahiri, Dr a asudeh, Dr 
S Paoli

annie rialland, cNrS/Sorbonne Nouvelle
13 Oct: ‘From Liberia to Kenya: the african 
"lax" question prosody’

Michael Fortescue, copenhagen
20 Oct: ‘The nature and origin of 
polysynthesis’

Linnaea Stockall, QMUL
27 Oct: tbc

nancy hawker
3 Nov: ‘How sociolinguistics could save the 
world if only it tried’

Jenny Cheshire, QMUL
10 Nov: ‘a tale of two cities: language contact 
and language change in London and Paris’

alison Biggs
17 Nov: tbc

thomas rainsford, Stuttgart
24 Nov: ‘Prosody and the development 
of metrical traditions: evidence from old 
French’

Mary Baltazani
1 Dec: ‘Prosody in the post-nuclear field: 
evidence from Greek’

Faculty of Medieval and Modern 
Languages 

Dorothy Rowe Lecture 

Professor John heilbron, berkeley, will 
deliver the 2014 Dorothy rowe Lecture at 5pm 
on 6 November in the auditorium, Magdalen. 

Subject: ‘Galileo’s Dialogue on the World 
Systems: a wonder-filled philosophical 
comedy’

Sub-faculty of German

reaDinG

volker Braun will give a special reading and 
answer questions with David Constantine 
and Karen Leeder at 5pm on 11 November 
in the Seminar Room, radcliffe observatory 
Quarter. this will be followed by the launch 
of Rubble Flora: Selected Poems. all welcome. 
Spaces limited; registration required: karen.
leeder@new.ox.ac.uk. Supported by the 
torcH Knowledge Exchange project 
‘Mediating Modern Poetry’.

Sub-faculty of Portuguese

reSearCh SeMinar

the following seminars will be given in the 
theberge room, St Peter’s. convener: Professor 
Phillip rothwell

hilary owen, Manchester 
6pm, 28 Oct: ‘the two Marias plus one: 
feminism and difference in Novas Cartas 
Portuguesas and beyond’

Francisco Bethencourt, KcL
2.15pm, 4 Nov: ‘Racism in Brazil’

Cláudia Pazos alonso
2.15pm, 11 Nov: ‘From Contos Exemplares to 
Grades: Sophia de Mello breyner andresen 
and “a coragem e a alegria do combate 
desigual” (1962–70)’

antonio nery, Federal de Paraná
5pm, 1 Dec: ‘Eça de Queirós’

Faculty of Music 

Ethnography and Sound Series seminars

the following seminars will be given at 5pm 
on thursdays at Ertegun House, 37a St Giles’. 
convener: Professor Jason Stanyek

eliot Bates, birmingham
30 Oct: ‘Village – environment – studio: 
“Doğa İçin Çal” and the cartographies of 
modern Turkey’

eleni ikoniadou, Kingston
27 Nov: ‘the virtual dimension of sound’

Seminar in Late Medieval and Renaissance 
Music

the following seminars will be given at 5pm 
on thursdays in the Wharton room, all Souls. 
convener: Dr Margaret bent

Sean Curran, cambridge
23 Oct: ‘the hocket as a musicopoetic 
device in some 13th-century motets’

Susan rankin, cambridge 
30 Oct: ‘capturing sound: designing 
notation’

Kate van orden, Harvard
20 Nov: ‘Musica Transalpina: French music, 
musicians and identity in 16th-century 
Italy’

Magnus Williamson, Newcastle 
4 Dec: ‘Praying for a safe delivery: Mary 
tudor, thomas tallis and the chronology of 
Tudor music’

mailto:karen.leeder@new.ox.ac.uk
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Music and Theology seminars

the following events will take place at 5pm 
on Wednesdays in Worcester. conveners: the 
revd Dr Jonathan arnold, Dr Matthew cheung 
Salisbury

tassilo erhardt, Liverpool Hope, will lead a 
seminar on 22 October.

Subject: ‘Counter-Reformation theology 
and spirituality in music at the Viennese 
Habsburg court in the 17th and 18th 
centuries’

A round-table discussion on The Play  
of Adam/Le Jeu d’Adam will take place  
on 19 November with the organisers of  
the performance of a new translation of  
this 12th-century French mystery play.  
the performance will take place on  
26 November in Worcester chapel.

Research colloquia

the following seminars will be given at 5.15pm 
on tuesdays in Denis arnold Hall, Faculty 
of Music. conveners: Mr alexi Vellianitis, Mr 
christopher May

Professor Daniel Grimley 
14 Oct: ‘ “In the mood”: the affective 
landscapes of Edvard Grieg’s Stemninger’

Professor raffaele Pozzi, rome
21 Oct: ‘ “Le Maître du temps”: robert cahen 
and Pierre boulez’

Professor Laura tunbridge 
28 Oct: ‘Listening to Lieder between the 
wars’

Dr anne hyland, Manchester
4 Nov: ‘convergent evolution in the 19th-
century piano trio: Schubert and Hummel 
as case study’

Professor Steven Connor, cambridge
11 Nov: ‘ “to the ear a great compassion”: 
listening, counting and numbers’

hLC Screening
18 Nov: ‘Night in coming: a threnody for the 
victims of Marikana’

Dr Julie Brown, rHUL
25 Nov: tbc

Dr henry hope
2 Dec: ‘ “barbarossa’s Hoffest of 1184”: a case 
study in the history of Minnesang’

Faculty of Oriental Studies 

Seminar on Jewish history and literature 
in the Graeco-Roman period

the following seminars will be held at 2.30pm 
on tuesdays at the centre for Hebrew and 
Jewish Studies, Walton Street. convener: 
Professor Martin Goodman

Dr Charlotte hempel, birmingham
14 Oct: ‘Torah learning and 
Schriftgelehrtentum: from Ezra to the 
Scrolls’

Dr Siam Bhayro 
21 Oct: ‘babylonian and Iranian features of 
ancient Jewish cosmologies: Marduk the 
magician and the Zurvanite Enoch’

Professor Jan Joosten 
28 Oct: ‘The historical and theological 
lexicon of the Septuagint’

Jonathon Wright 
4 Nov: ‘Nachleben of Jewish 
Pseudepigrapha: the case of Joseph and 
Aseneth’

Dr Katell Berthelot, aix-en-Provence
11 Nov: ‘The Hellenistic background of the 
story of the division of the earth between 
the children of Noah in the book of Jubilees’

Dr hector Patmore, cardiff
18 Nov: ‘the evil inclination in the targums 
to the Pentateuch and the Prophets’ 

Professor tessa rajak and Professor Martin 
Goodman

25 Nov: ‘resistance, revolt and revolution: 
Masada and other issues’

Daniel ryan, cambridge
2 Dec: ‘Ethnicity, national identity and 
coinage under alexander Jannaeus’

Faculty of Philosophy 

the following lectures will be given at the 
Lecture theatre, oxford Martin School. to 
register: bookwhen.com/uehiro.

Loebel Lectures

Professor Kenneth S Kendler, Virginia 
commonwealth, will lecture at 6pm on the 
following days.

15 Oct: ‘the genetic epidemiology of 
psychiatric and substance abuse disorders: 
multiple levels, interactions and causal 
loops’

16 Oct: ‘the dappled causal world of 
psychiatric disorders: the link between the 
classification of psychiatric disorders and 
their causal complexity’

Annual Uehiro Lectures: Fellow creatures: 
the moral and legal standing of animals

Professor Christine M Korsgaard, Harvard, 
will deliver the 2014 annual Uehiro Lectures 
on the following days.

4.30pm, 1 Dec: ‘animals, human beings and 
persons’ 

5pm, 2 Dec: ‘The moral standing of animals’ 

5pm, 3 Dec: ‘The question of legal rights for 
animals’ 

Wellcome Lecture in Neuroethics

Professor Walter Sinnott-armstrong, Duke, 
will give the 2014 Wellcome Lecture in 
Neuroethics at 5.30pm on 30 october.

Subject: ‘Implicit moral attitudes’

Faculty of Theology and Religion 

Inaugural Lecture

Professor alister McGrath, andreas Idreos 
Professor of Science and religion, will deliver 
his inaugural lecture at 5pm on 20 october in 
the Examination Schools.

Subject: ‘conflict or mutual enrichment? 
Why science and theology need to talk to 
each other’

Hensley Henson Lectures

exPerienCinG the viCtorian ChurCh: 
Faith, tiMe anD arChiteCture

Dr William Whyte will deliver the Hensley 
Henson lectures at 5pm on the following days 
in the Examination Schools.

21 Oct: ‘Experiencing’

28 Oct: ‘Seeing’

4 Nov: ‘Inhabiting’

11 Nov: ‘Visiting’

18 Nov: ‘Analysing’

http://www.bookwhen.com/uehiro
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Mathematical, Physical 
and Life Sciences 

Department of Chemistry 

Organic Chemistry Colloquia 

the following colloquia will be given at 2pm on 
thursdays in the IcL Lecture theatre, unless 
otherwise noted.

Professor Matthew todd, Sydney
16 Oct, DP Lecture Theatre: ‘open source 
drug discovery’

Professor Mark howarth
23 Oct, DP Lecture Theatre: ‘Bacterial 
superglue, spontaneous amide bond 
formation and polymers to fish for cancer 
cells’ 

Dr Scott Cockroft, Edinburgh, Dr tom 
Sheppard, UcL, Professor ai-Lan Lee, Heriot-
Watt, and Professor George Whitesides, 
Harvard

30 Oct: Pfizer Second-year Graduate Poster 
symposium

Professor Dek Woolfson, bristol
13 Nov: ‘De novo protein design: faster, 
better, fitter’ 

Dr Chris Braddock, Imperial 
20 Nov: ‘Studies on halogenated marine 
natural products as inspired by their 
probable biogeneses’ 

Professor Steven armes, Sheffield
27 Nov: ‘Polymerisation-induced self-
assembly’

Dr Sean Bew, East anglia
4 Dec: ‘Small rings to big rings – adventures 
in natural product synthesis, stable isotopes 
and failed “click” chemistry’

Physical and Theoretical Chemistry 
Laboratory

PhySiCaL CheMiStry SeMinarS

the following seminars will be given at 2.15pm 
on Mondays in the PtcL Lecture theatre. all 
welcome. conveners: Professor  
r G compton, Dr M I Wallace

Professor Christopher hardacre, belfast
20 Oct: ‘Understanding liquid phase 
catalysis using conventional and ionic 
liquid modified heterogeneous catalysts’

Dr andrew J Wain, National Physical 
Laboratory, teddington

3 Nov: ‘Mapping interfacial processes at 
nanostructured surfaces’

Special Seminar
Professor Daniel neumark, berkeley

10 Nov: ‘Slow electron velocity-map 
imaging of cryogenically cooled anions’

Lobanov-Rostovsky Lecture
Professor alessandro Morbidelli, Nice

28 Nov: ‘the formation of terrestrial planets’ 
(joint lecture with Physics)

Professor Dianne edwards, cardiff 
5 Dec: ‘Did mid-Silurian to basal Devonian 
land plants bioengineer the planet?’

Department of Engineering Science 

the following lectures will be given at 2pm 
on Mondays in the Information Engineering 
building, Department of Engineering.

Dr Digby Symons, cambridge 
6 Oct: ‘Design guidelines for granular 
particles in a conical centrifugal filter’

Dr Majid Malboubi 
20 Oct: ‘Pressure propagation in living cells’

Dr Camille Petit, Imperial 
27 Oct: ‘towards the design of multi-
purpose nanomaterials for sustainability’

Professor hongbiao Dong, Leicester 
3 Nov: ‘Effect of post-weld heat-treatment 
on hydrogen embrittlement’

Professor Dierk raabe, Max-Planck-Institute 
for Iron research 

10 Nov: tbc

Professor adib Becker, Nottingham 
17 Nov: ‘computational mechanics: the 
limits of computer simulations’

Professor Jianguo Ling, Imperial 
24 Nov: tbc

e-Research Centre 

the following lectures will take place at 2pm 
on Fridays in room 277, oxford e-research 
centre, 7 Keble road.

Pip Willcox 
17 Oct: ‘ “Well! It is now publique”: crowds, 
collaboration and the canon’

Professor Scott ransom
24 Oct: ‘Millisecond pulsars, basic physics 
and their ridiculous data and computing 
challenges’

Professor timo honkela
14 Nov: ‘context-sensitive meta-analysis in 
humanities and social sciences’

Professor henry thompson
21 Nov: tbc

Dr eleanor Lawson
28 Nov: ‘Dynamic dialects – creating vocal-
tract imaging resources for the study of 
speech’

Dr nathan S Lawrence, Schlumberger 
Cambridge Research 

17 Nov: ‘Developing chemical sensors for 
the oilfield’

Professor Peter J Dobson 
1 Dec: ‘Low frequency electric field effects 
in waterʼ

SoFt Matter, BioMateriaLS anD 
interFaCeS SeMinarS

the following seminars will be given at 4pm 
on tuesdays in the John rowlinson Seminar 
room, PtcL. all welcome. conveners:  
Dr r P a Dullens, Professor J yeomans

Dr rob Style
21 Oct: ‘Why surface tension gives soft 
solids some unexpected but useful physical 
properties’ 

Dr Kazem edmond 
4 Nov: ‘Rheology of self-assembling 
colloidal chains’ 

Professor Martin oettel, tübingen 
18 Nov: ‘Some aspects of soft interfaces with 
trapped colloids’ 

Dr Daniela Kraft, Leiden
2 Dec: ‘Self-assembly of anisotropic colloidal 
particles’ 

Department of Earth Sciences 

Seminars 

the following seminars will be given at 2pm on 
Fridays in the Lecture theatre, Department of 
Earth Sciences.

Dr tom Mitchell, UcL
17 Oct: tbc

Professor David Battisti, Washington
24 Oct: tbc

Professor Barbara romanowicz, berkeley
31 Oct: ‘Global seismic imaging using 
full waveforms: of mantle plumes and 
secondary scale convection’

Dr Carmen Gaina, oslo
7 Nov: ‘Paleocene–Eocene tectonic plate 
reorganisations: a search for causes and 
effects’

Professor isabella velicogna, california at 
Irvine/Jet Propulsion Laboratory

14 Nov: ‘time variable gravity studies of ice 
sheet mass balance and regional sea level’

Professor Balz Kamber, trinity college Dublin
21 Nov: ‘the Hadean–archaean and 
archaean–Proterozoic boundaries: giant 
impacts, mantle reorganisation and 
consequences for the ocean–atmosphere 
system’
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Department of Materials 

Weekly colloquia

the following colloquia will be given at 4pm 
on thursdays in the Hume rothery Lecture 
theatre, preceded by tea at 3.30pm. titles to be 
confirmed.

16 Oct: Dr Mark Buitelaar, UcL London 
Centre for Nanotechnology

30 Oct: Professor Dr hans-Peter 
Karnthaler, Vienna

6 Nov: Professor Dan hewak, Southampton 
optoelectronics research centre

4 Dec: Lars hansen

Mathematical Institute

Mathematical Biology and Ecology 
seminars

the following seminars will be held at 2pm 
on Fridays in Lecture room 5, Mathematical 
Institute. convener: Sara Jolliffe (email: cmb@
maths.ox.ac.uk)

Dr Marco Polin, Warwick
17 Oct: ‘Flagellar synchronisation through 
direct hydrodynamic interactions’

Dr Sandro azaele, Leeds
31 Oct: ‘A stochastic model for linking and 
predicting spatial patterns in species-rich 
ecosystems’

Dr Ben Macarthur, Southampton
14 Nov: ‘What is a stem cell?’

Dr anotida Madzvamuse, Sussex
28 Nov: ‘an optimal control approach for 
modelling Neutrophil cell migration’

Department of Physics 

Hintze Lecture

Dr Scott ransom, National radio astronomy 
observatory, will deliver the 9th Hintze 
Lecture at 5pm on 20 November in the Martin 
Wood Lecture theatre, clarendon Laboratory. 

Subject: ‘Millisecond pulsars, magnetars 
and black holes: the wickedly cool stellar 
undead’

Particles and Fields seminars

the following seminars will be given at 4.15pm 
on thursdays in the Dennis Sciama Lecture 
theatre, Department of Physics. conveners: Dr 
Markus rummel, Professor Subir Sarkar 

oxford Particle theory Group
16 Oct: Introduction to the group

Dr oleg ruchayskiy, École Polytechnique 
Fédérale de Lausanne

23 Oct: ‘Sterile neutrino dark matter’

Dr roberto valandro, International centre for 
theoretical Physics, trieste

30 Oct: ‘DeSitter vacuua in string theory’

Dr assaf Ben-David, Niels bohr Institute
6 Nov: ‘Large-scale anomalies in the cMb’

Dr alexander Mitov, cambridge
20 Nov: ‘top production at NNLo’

Dr Gudrun heinrich, Max-Planck-Institute for 
Physics

27 Nov: ‘High precision calculations for LHc 
phenomenology’

Professor owe Philipsen, Goethe 
4 Dec: ‘Heavy dense QcD and nuclear 
matter on the lattice’

Oxford Physics Colloquia

the following colloquia will be given at 4.15pm 
on Fridays in the Martin Wood Lecture theatre, 
clarendon Laboratory, unless otherwise noted. 
tea served in the common room at 3.45pm. 
conveners: J March-russell, r Davies,  
a boothroyd, t Palmer

Professor andrei Seryi
24 Oct: ‘Science and the art of inventiveness’

Professor Bernard Silverman, chief Scientific 
officer, Home office 

31 Oct: ‘Science in Whitehall’

Professor Steven Balbus
7 Nov: ‘a physicist’s view of the emergence 
of terrestrial vertebrates’

Professor eric Wolff, cambridge
14 Nov: ‘Ice cores, climate and sea ice’

Professor ray Monk, Southampton 
21 Nov: tbc

Professor asimina arvanitaki, Perimeter 
Institute for theoretical Physics, ontario

5 Dec: ‘Discovering new forces and matter 
with atoms and clocks’

Department of Plant Sciences 

Departmental research seminars

the following seminars will be given at 1pm 
on thursdays in the Large Lecture theatre, 
Department of Plant Sciences. convener: Dr I 
Moore

Dr Sofia Gripenberg
23 Oct: ‘Plant–enemy interactions in tropical 
forests – a community-level perspective’

Professor Johnathan napier, rothamsted 
Research

30 Oct: ‘Metabolic engineering for the 
production of omega-3 long chain 
polyunsaturated fatty acids in transgenic 
Camelina – making fish oils in plants’

Dr James hartwell, Liverpool
6 Nov: ‘Using de novo ’omics to elucidate 
the basis for a complex photosynthetic 
adaptation: from functional genomics in 
models to synthetic biology in crops’

Professor Michael holdsworth, Nottingham
13 Nov: ‘Beyond the oxidised surface 
horizon: why do plants sense oxygen?’

Professor Paul Jarvis
20 Nov: ‘chloroplast biogenesis in plants: 
protein import and its regulation by the 
ubiquitin-proteasome system’

Professor tom Givnish, Wisconsin
27 Nov: ‘Drivers of megadiversity in 
bromeliads and orchids’

Department of Zoology 

Seminar series 

the following seminars will be given at 4pm on 
Mondays in Lecture theatre b, Department of 
Zoology. organisers: Dr D biro, Dr a Daley

Astor Lecture
Professor naomi Pierce, Harvard

13 Oct: ‘Diversification in the Lycaenidae: 
factors affecting rate heterogeneity’ 

Professor Steven Balbus
20 Oct: ‘a physicist’s view of the emergence 
of terrestrial vertebrates’

Weldon Memorial Prize Lecture
Professor John Mcnamara, bristol

27 Oct: ‘towards a richer evolutionary game 
theory’

Dr hannah Smithson
3 Nov: ‘Human visual adaptation: mapping 
the environmental input to the sensory 
response’

Professor ashley Moffett, cambridge
10 Nov: ‘How does variation in immune 
system genes (KIr and HLa) influence 
successful human reproduction?’

Professor Martin Brasier
17 Nov: ‘In search of the earliest signs of 
complex life on Earth’

Professor David Gems, UcL
24 Nov: ‘ageing: what is it? clues from  
C elegans’

Professor Max telford, UcL
1 Dec: ‘New views of old worms from 
genomes, trees and embryos’

mailto:cmb@maths.ox.ac.uk
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Medical Sciences 

Department of Biochemistry 

Joel Mandelstam Lecture

Professor Susan Golden, california at San 
Diego, will deliver the 6th Joel Mandelstam 
Lecture at 4pm on 17 November in the 
Seminar room, New biochemistry building.

Subject: ‘How cyanobacteria tell time’

Nuffield Department of Clinical 
Neurosciences 

Lecture

Professor timothy Behrens will lecture at 
4.30pm on 3 November in Lecture theatre 1, 
academic centre, John radcliffe Hospital.

Subject: ‘Imaging the mechanisms of 
behavioural control’

Seminars

the following seminars will be given at 1pm 
on thursdays in Seminar rooms a/b, Level 6, 
West Wing, John radcliffe Hospital.

Professor Simon Lovestone 
30 Oct: ‘Blood-based biomarkers and 
alzheimer’s; what do we want, when do we 
want it?’

Professor Sophie Scott, UcL
27 Nov: ‘the neurobiology of social sounds – 
from speech to laughter’

associate Professor Zameel Cader
11 Dec: ‘New frontiers in stem cell 
neuroscience and drug discovery’

2014 Oxford Biomedical Imaging Festival 

a one-day festival of imaging will be held on 23 
october in the Garden Quad, St John’s, bringing 
together scientists and clinicians to share 
imaging expertise within oxford to showcase 
current research. registration free to University 
members. Further information and to register: 
www.ndcn.ox.ac.uk/events/2014-oxford-
biomedical-imaging-festival.

Grand Rounds

Mr John elston will give the following 
seminar at 11.30am on 12 December after the 
Grand rounds in Lecture theatre 1, academic 
centre, John radcliffe Hospital.

Subject: ‘More than meets the eye’

Sir William Dunn School of Pathology 

Departmental seminar series

the following seminars will take place at 2pm 
on Fridays in the Medical Sciences teaching 
centre, South Parks road, unless otherwise 
noted.

Professor Joost holthuis, osnabrück
10 Oct: ‘Mechanisms and biological impact 
of sphingolipid homeostasis’ 

Norman Heatley Lecture 
Professor Karen h vousden, cr-UK beatson 
Institute, Glasgow

Tues, 14 Oct: ’Metabolic control of cancer 
fate decisions’

Professor Michael Dustin
7 Nov: ‘complex topology of the 
immunological synapse’

Dr Lori Passmore, Mrc Laboratory of 
Molecular biology 

21 Nov: ‘Structural insights into 
macromolecular machines that regulate 
mrNa polya tails’

Professor Wendy Bickmore, Edinburgh
28 Nov: ‘transcription and nuclear 
organisation: chicken and egg’ 

Dr Claudia Kemper, KcL 
12 Dec: ‘New tricks for an “old dog”: 
unexpected novel roles for complement in 
human TH1 immunity’ 

Pharmacology, Anatomical 
Neuropharmacology and Drug Discovery 
Seminars

the following seminars will be held at noon on 
tuesdays in the Lecture theatre, Department 
of Pharmacology, Mansfield road.

Professor ruediger Klein, Max-Planck-
Institute of Neurobiology. Host: Dr Liliana 
Minichiello

14 Oct: ‘How to build a complex nervous 
system with a small vocabulary of guidance 
cues’

Professor David Beech, Leeds. Host: associate 
Professor Paolo tammaro

21 Oct: ‘The magic of calcium ion entry into 
cells: discovery, disease and drugs’

Professor Bert ’t hart, Groningen. Host: 
assoicate Professor Daniel anthony

28 Oct: ‘The EAE model in marmosets: half 
man, half mouse’

Professor hans reul, bristol. Host: Professor 
trevor Sharp

4 Nov: ‘Epigenetic control of stress-
induced gene transcription and behaviour: 
relevance to PtSD’

Professor anders Björklund, Lund. Host: Dr 
Liliana Minichiello 

11 Nov: ‘Nurr1 and TFEB as targets for 
neuroprotective therapy in Parkinson’s 
disease’

Professor amrita ahluwalia, barts and the 
London Medical School. Host: Professor chris 
Garland

18 Nov: ‘A reductionist approach to 
cardiovascular disease: nitrate to nitrite to 
NO’

Professor naoshige uchida, Harvard. Host: 
Professor Peter Magill 

25 Nov: ‘Dissecting computations in the 
dopamine reward system’

Dr Beatriz rico, KcL. Host: Professor Marco 
capogna 

2 Dec: ‘on the assembly of Gabaergic 
circuits: neuregulins and ErbB4 function’

Professor Colin nichols, Washington 
University School of Medicine. Host: Professor 
antony Galione

9 Dec: ‘Ion channels and disease: from 
diabetes, to arrhythmias, to congenital 
hypotension’

Department of Physiology, Anatomy and 
Genetics 

Head of Department seminar series

the following seminars will be given at 1pm 
and 1.30pm in the Large Lecture theatre, 
Sherrington building. all welcome. convener: 
Dr Deborah Goberdhan

17 Oct: 
Professor ole Kiehn, Karolinska Institutet: 
‘Deciphering the functional organisation 
of neural circuits controlling mammalian 
locomotor movements’ (hosts: Professor 
Gero Miesenböck, Dr Simon butt)

24 Oct: 
Dr Chris nellåker: ‘Facial phenotype 
information from ordinary photos – 
algorithm to aid diagnoses of rare diseases’
Dr Fernando Garcia-Moreno: ‘The 
evolution of forebrain neural stem cells and 
the origins of neocortex’

7 Nov:
Professor Frances ashcroft: title tbc
Dr tara Caffrey: ‘Designer genes: 
tailoring DNA for functional studies of 
neurodegenerative disease susceptibility 
loci’

14 Nov: 
Dr Clotilde thery, Institut curie: 
‘Mechanisms of biogenesis and functions 
of exosomes and other secreted vesicles’ 
(host: Dr Deborah Goberdhan)
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21 Nov:
Dr Sarah threlfel: ‘Shedding light on 
neuronal vulnerability in Parkinson’s 
disease’
Dr Christophe royer: ‘Regulation of tissue 
regeneration and cell fate by the apical-
lateral polarity complex’

28 Nov:
Dr heidi de Wet: ‘The hunger games: 
appetite regulation and weight control by 
gut hormones’
Dr Lisa heather: ‘Metabolism, hypoxia and 
the diabetic heart’

5 Dec: 
Professor ole Peterson, cardiff: ‘calcium 
signalling in pancreatic acinar and stellate 
cells: physiology and pathology’ (host: 
Professor anant Parekh)

Nuffield Department of Population Health

Sir Richard Doll Seminars in Public Health 
and Epidemiology

the following seminars will be given at 1pm 
on tuesdays in the Lecture theatre, richard 
Doll building, old road campus. all welcome. 
conveners: Dr D canoy, Dr W Herrington

Dr Martin o’Flaherty, Liverpool
14 Oct: ‘Here, there and everywhere… 
Exploring the international variability of 
determinants of coronary heart disease 
trends using the IMPact’

Professor Martin Landray
21 Oct: tbc

Professor Marjo-riitta Järvelin, Imperial
28 Oct: ‘Lifecourse approach to 
understanding health and disease’

4 Nov: tbc

Professor Frederik Karpe
11 Nov: ‘Human fat distribution and its 
relationship to cardiovascular and diabetes 
risk’

Professor Martin Prince, KcL
18 Nov: tbc

Professor tyler vanderWeele, Harvard
25 Nov: ‘a unification of mediation and 
interaction: a four-way decomposition’

Dr John Chambers, Imperial
2 Dec: tbc

National Perinatal Epidemiology Unit 
Seminars in Maternal and Infant Health 
and Care

the following seminars will be given in the 
Lecture theatre, richard Doll building, old 
road campus. all welcome. convener: Dr 
rachel rowe

Dr Cally tann, London
10.30am, 21 Oct: ‘Neonatal encephalopathy 
in Uganda: from bench to bedside’

Professor Soo Downe, central Lancashire
2pm, 8 Dec: ‘Sailing in the SHIP trial; 
insights from a pragmatic rct of a complex 
intervention in maternity care’

Department of Psychiatry 

Lectures

the following lectures will be held at 
9.30am on tuesdays in the Seminar room, 
Department of Psychiatry, Warneford Hospital. 
Security badges must be worn to all lectures.

Dr George hibbert and Jill Canvin, Wiltshire
7 Oct: ‘Under investigation by the General 
Medical council: Kafka’s Trial or Keystone 
cops?’

Dr vivienne Curtis, London 
14 Oct: ‘academic psychiatry – past, present 
and future?’

Dr Stephen tuck 
21 Oct: ‘Humanities and mental health 
research’

Dr Leonida Chouliaras 
28 Oct: clinical case presentation and 
discussion (please note this lecture is only 
for people with clinical responsibilities)

Dr Laurence Mynors-Wallis, Poole
4 Nov: ‘Lead or be led – leadership in 
psychiatry’

Winner and runner-up
11 Nov: Dermot rowe Prize

Professor Daniel Freeman
18 Nov: ‘an explanatory randomised 
controlled trial testing the effects of 
cognitive behaviour therapy for worry on 
persecutory delusions in psychosis: results 
of the Worry Intervention trial (WIt)’

Dr Simon vann-Jones 
25 Nov: clinical case presentation and 
discussion (please note this lecture is only 
for people with clinical responsibilities)

Social Sciences 

School of Anthropology and Museum 
Ethnography 

Departmental seminar series

the following seminars will be given at 3.30pm 
on Fridays in the Lecture theatre, Pitt rivers 
Museum, robinson close. conveners: Dr J 
Lezaun, Dr r Parkin

Stephanie Schwandner-Sievers, 
Bournemouth

17 Oct: ‘Martyrs, militants and emotions: 
albanian radicalisation in Kosovo before 
1999’

vitys Cybrinskas, Vytautas Magnus 
24 Oct: ‘Beyond the rooted 
cosmopolitanism of transnational 
Lithuanians in the US: empowering post-
socialist moral economies and repatriating 
social remittances’

roger Sansi-roca, ISrF Slovenia
31 Oct: ‘on forms of mental discipline 
and understanding of natural psyche in 
contemporary Serbia’

alex edmonds, Edinburgh
7 Nov: ‘the vanity of maids: beauty and 
social hierarchy in Brazil’

Stephen Leonard
14 Nov: ‘Ways of speaking, ways of knowing: 
the ethnolinguistic identity of the Inugguit’

Frederick Keck, Musée de Quai branly
21 Nov: ‘biosecurity practices in labs 
and museums: sentinels, simulation, 
stockpiling’

Catherine alexander, Durham
28 Nov: ‘cleaning up and moving on: 
Kazakhstan’s “nuclear renaissance” ’

Fiona Jordan, bristol
5 Dec: ‘revisiting cousin marriage: 
ecological, cultural and historical 
explanations’

Pitt Rivers Museum Research Seminar 
in Visual, Material and Museum 
Anthropology

the following seminars will be given at 
1pm on Fridays in the Lecture theatre, Pitt 
rivers Museum, robinson close. conveners: 
Professor c Harris, Dr I Daniels

tanya harnett, Lethbridge
17 Oct: ‘Scarred/sacred waters: it’s personal’

elena-Magdalena Craciun, UcL
24 Oct: ‘Virtue in the marketplace: veiled 
designer–entrepreneurs in Istanbul’
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Caroline edge, bolton
31 Oct: ‘the Worktown observation centre: 
documentary photography and community 
engagement’

tom McDonald, UcL
7 Nov: ‘on the level: materiality, hierarchy 
and value on social media in rural china’

Lucie ryzova, birmingham
14 Nov: ‘Love in a box: reflections on youth, 
texts and personhood in mid-20th-century 
Egypt and on the poetics of archive-making 
in the early 21st century’

Martin hall, Salford
21 Nov: ‘circulating objects’

Mirjam Brusius
28 Nov: ‘The canon under threat: 
Mesopotamia in the museum’

ian ewart, reading
5 Dec: ‘Design anthropology and 
ethnographies of the possible’

Unit for Biocultural Variation and Obesity 
(UBVO) 

SeMinar SerieS 

the following seminars will be given at 1pm 
on thursdays in 61 banbury road. conveners: 
Professor S Ulijaszek, Dr P Nowicka

amandine Garde, Liverpool
23 Oct: ‘From denial to corporate social 
responsibility: rhetoric of the food industry 
on obesity prevention’

rachel Colls, Durham
30 Oct: ‘Exploring political geographies of 
obesity and fatness: environments, bodies 
and activism’

neil Docherty, Dublin
6 Nov: ‘Rodent models of obesity-
reductionist approaches to understanding 
the basis of a complex human trait’

Karen throsby, Leeds
13 Nov: ‘ “It’s not fat – it’s bioprene”: 
marathon swimming and heroic fatness’

Peter Scarborough
20 Nov: ‘Evidence of the effectiveness of 
health-related food taxes’

WorKShoP

a workshop will be held in collaboration with 
the Division of Pediatrics (cLINtEc, Karolinska 
Institutet), 1–6.30pm on  
7 November in the tsuzuki Lecture theatre, St 
anne’s. to register: paulina.nowicka@anthro.
ox.ac.uk. conveners: Professor S Ulijaszek, Dr 
P Nowicka 

Subject: ‘Developmental frameworks of 
childhood obesity’

Fertility and Reproduction seminar series

inFant FeeDinG: nurture anD 
nouriShMent

the following seminars will be given at 11am 
on Mondays in the Lecture room, 64 banbury 
road. conveners: Dr K Qureshi, Dr E rahman

Bronwen Gillespie, Sussex
13 Oct: ‘Negotiating nutrition: from baby to 
toddler in the Peruvian andes’

Leah astbury, cambridge
20 Oct: ‘Hiring a wet nurse in 17th-century 
England’

Margaret Carlyle, cambridge
27 Oct: ‘breast pump technology and 
“natural” motherly milk in Enlightenment 
France’

Christine McCourt and Juliet rayment, 
London city 

3 Nov: ‘bangladeshi women’s experiences of 
infant feeding in tower Hamlets’

Sarah o’neill, Institute of tropical Medicine, 
antwerp

10 Nov: ‘How to protect your newborn from 
neonatal death: spirits and infant feeding 
practices in the Gambia’

Mara Mabilia, Padova
17 Nov: ‘revisiting breastfeeding in light of 
the gift logic. Is a comparison of Gogo and 
Italian women possible?’

alice reid, cambridge
24 Nov: ‘Infant feeding and child health and 
survival in early-20th-century England’

Françoise Barbira-Freedman, cambridge
1 Dec: ‘From amazonian couvade to neo-
couvade in cosmopolitan trends of co-
parenting: a comparative analysis’

Language and Anthropology seminar 
series 

the following seminars will be given at 2pm on 
the following days in the New Seminar room, 
51–53 banbury road. convener: Dr S Leonard

David Zeitlyn
21 Oct: ‘Linguistic ecologies on the 
cameroon–Nigeria borderlands. Social 
construction? analytic construction?’

andrea Grant, cambridge
6 Nov: ‘ “Za nduru, man!” Slang, hip hop 
identity and linguistic politics in post-
genocide rwanda’

emma Cohen
20 Nov: ‘Does accent trump race in guiding 
children’s social preferences?’

Workshop

a workshop will be given by the University 
of oxford, the University of Warwick and 
the Karolinska Institutet, 10.30am–4pm on 
5 December in the St cross room, St cross. 
to register: angela.davis@warwick.ac.uk. 
conveners: Dr a Davis and Dr P Nowicka 

Subject: ‘Parent–child relationships past and 
present’

International Gender Studies at Lady 
Margaret Hall seminars

GenDer anD reLiGion: GLoBaL 
PerSPeCtiveS on their interSeCtion

the following seminars will be given at 2pm on 
thursdays in talbot Hall, Lady Margaret Hall. 
conveners: c tomas, Dr J Davies 

Professor Beverly Clack, oxford brookes
16 Oct: ‘Feminist approaches to religion’

Dr arezou azad
23 Oct: ‘the wives of the saints: female 
mysticism in medieval Islam’

Pat holden, former Senior Social 
Development adviser, DFID

30 Oct: ‘revisiting “women’s religious 
experience” – 30 years on’

Professor Bettina Schmidt, Wales
6 Nov: ‘Women as spiritist mediums, 
priestesses and vehicle for demons in 
Sao Paulo: the role of women in spirit 
possession’

Professor Masooda Bano
13 Nov: ‘Understanding the appeal of female 
Islamic education movements: evidence 
from three countries’

the revd Prebendary angela Berners-
Wilson, bath

20 Nov: ‘Pilgrimage to priesthood: the 
struggle of women to gain recognition in 
the anglican church 1978–2014’

Dr elena Fiddian-qasmiyeh, UcL
27 Nov: ‘Gender and faith-based 
humanitarianism: views from contexts of 
forced displacement’

Catherine tomas and Dr Janette Davies
4 Dec: ‘Feminist liberation theology: how 
the church offers health and wholeness/
holiness’

mailto:paulina.nowicka@anthro.ox.ac.uk
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School of Archaeology 

Research Laboratory for Archaeology and 
the History of Art (RLAHA) departmental 
research seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5pm on 
tuesdays in the beckit room, Dyson Perrins 
building. convener: Dr M Dee

Professor Graeme Barker, cambridge
14 Oct: ‘a tale of two caves (Niah cave, 
borneo; Haua Fteah cave, Libya), or why 
was our species so successful at colonising 
new environments?’

Dr tamsin o’Connell, cambridge
21 Oct: ‘What have isotopic analyses told us 
that we didn’t know already?’

Dr James Brusuelas and Dr Chiara 
Meccariello

28 Oct: ‘ancient lives: papyrology in the 
shell’

Dr Peter northover and Dr Wendy Morrison
4 Nov: ‘Do we need a better word than 
archaeometallurgy?’ (Northover); ‘the 
missing cast: fitting the Indian subcontinent 
into the global picture of early metal ages 
bronze technology’ (Morrison)

new post-doctoral researchers at rLaha
11 Nov: various titles

Dr antoine Zazzo, Muséum National 
d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris

18 Nov: ‘Radiocarbon dating of biological 
apatites: problems and prospects’

Professor ian Freestone, UcL
25 Nov: ‘Re-use and recycling of Roman 
glass over 2,000 years’

Dr thibaut Deviese
2 Dec: ‘chromatography: a powerful tool for 
both materials and chronology studies’

Department of Education 

Public seminar programme

the following seminars will be given at 5pm on 
Mondays in Seminar room a, Department of 
Education, 15 Norham Gardens.

Professor Gemma Moss, London
20 Oct: ‘Progression, knowledge and 
assessment in the curriculum: who’s 
interested in the sociology of knowledge 
now?’ (convener: Dr alis oancea)

Dr roger Barnard, Waikato
27 Oct: ‘English language policy and 
educational planning: issues and concerns 
in asian contexts’ (convener: Professor 
Ernesto Macaro)

Professor Kathy Sylva and Professor Pam 
Sammons

3 Nov: ‘Effects of pre-school education on 
outcomes at age 16 and predicted lifetime 
earnings: findings from the mixed-method 
EPPSE study’ (convener: Professor Harry 
Daniels)

ray Shostak. respondent: Professor 
Christopher hood

10 Nov: ‘The use of research in 
policymaking, reviews and the work of 
government’ (convener: Professor Pam 
Sammons)

Professor val Klenowski, Queensland Ut 
17 Nov: ‘The rise and rise of testing and use 
of assessment data in australia’ (convener: 
Dr Alis Oancea)

Dr Katharine Burn and Mr trevor Mutton 
24 Nov: ‘Are there some questions that 
can’t be answered? the limits of research 
in teacher education’ (convener: Professor 
Harry Daniels)

Dr Jaakko Kauko, Helsinki 
1 Dec: ‘Contrasting the dynamics of English 
and Finnish education policymaking’ 
(convener: Professor Jenny ozga)

Religion, Philosophy and Education and 
Philosophy of Education Society of Great 
Britain (joint seminar programme)

the following seminars will be given at 5pm in 
Seminar room D, Department of Education, 
unless otherwise noted. all welcome. 
Enquiries: alis.oancea@education.ox.ac.uk.

Professor Christopher Winch, KcL
18 Nov: 'How do we know that someone 
knows how?'

Dr Daniel Moulin, Navarra
25 Nov: 'On the nature of antitheism: 
an exploratory study of anti-christian 
prejudice in English secondary schools'

Dr emma Williams, Philosopher in residence, 
Rugby School

2 Dec: 'Thinking beyond the straits of 
reason'

Department of International Development 
(Queen Elizabeth House) 

Contemporary South East Asia seminars

the following seminars will be held at 2pm on 
thursdays in Seminar room 2, Department of 
International Development. conveners: Lipika 
Kamra, Elizabeth chatterjee, Sneha Krishnan

Dr alison Macdonald, UcL
16 Oct: ‘Suffering and self-enlightenment: 
breast cancer voluntarism in urban India’

Dr Carole Spary, Nottingham
23 Oct: ‘Gender, federalism and state 
feminism in India’

Dr ayaz qureshi, SoaS
30 Oct: ‘the politics of HIV/aIDS in Pakistan: 
ethnography of a state bureaucracy’

Professor nandini Gooptu
6 Nov: ‘cleaning India: the new 
untouchables’

Dr Shapan adnan
13 Nov: ‘Primitive accumulation, land 
grabs and resistance in neoliberal India: 
persistence of self-employed labour and the 
“transition to capitalism”?’

Dr thomas hodgson, KcL
20 Nov: ‘Music in Kashmir and capital in the 
21st century’

Professor Craig Jeffrey and Dr Jane Dyson 
27 Nov: ‘Now! youth prefigurative politics 
in India’

Dr ammara Maqsood
4 Dec: ‘representations and presentations 
of young Pashtuns in urban Pakistan’

Oxford Poverty and Human Development 
Initiative (OPHI): Lunchtime seminar 
series

the following seminars will be given at 1pm on 
Mondays in Seminar room 2, Queen Elizabeth 
House, 3 Mansfield road, unless otherwise 
noted. complimentary sandwich lunch 
available (first come, first served). all welcome.

Sabina alkire
13 Oct: Introduction to oPHI

Gisela robles aguilar
20 Oct: ‘an empirical exploration of the 
“shame of poverty” for chile in 2009’

Jiweon Jun
27 Oct: tbc

Michael Woolcock, World bank
5pm, 4 Nov: tbc

Suman Seth
10 Nov: tbc

Sabina alkire
17 Nov: tbc

Miguel Székely
24 Nov: tbc

Gaston yalonetzky, Leeds
1 Dec: ‘Pro-poorest poverty reduction with 
counting measures: the anonymous case’
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Refugee Studies Centre 

PuBLiC SeMinar SerieS

the following seminars will be given at 
5pm on Wednesdays in Seminar room 1, 
Department of International Development, 
unless otherwise noted. conveners: Dr cathryn 
costello, Dr Kirsten Mcconnachie

Dr elena Fiddian-qasmiyeh, UcL, and 
Professor Gil Loescher

15 Oct: ‘The Oxford Handbook of Refugee and 
Forced Migration Studies’ (book launch)

Dr elena Fiddian-qasmiyeh, UcL
22 Oct: ‘the ideal refugees: gender, Islam 
and the Sahrawi politics of survival’ (book 
event)

Dr Kirsten McConnachie 
29 Oct: ‘Governing refugees: justice, order 
and legal pluralism’ (book event)

Annual Harrell-Bond Lecture
her royal highness Princess Basma bint 
talal

5 Nov, Examination Schools: ‘Displacement 
and integration in the Hashemite Kingdom 
of Jordan: a century later’ 

Professor Jonny Steinberg
12 Nov: ‘Love of women and a place in 
the world: romantic love and political 
commitment in the life of a forced migrant’

Professor roger Zetter and Dr nando Sigona, 
Birmingham

19 Nov: ‘Sans papiers: the social and 
economic lives of young undocumented 
migrants’ (book event)

Dr Katy Long, Stanford and Edinburgh
26 Nov: ‘Inequality, immigration and 
refugee protection’

Professor audrey Macklin, toronto
3 Dec: ‘citizenship revocation and the 
privilege to have rights’

heaLth anD huManitarian reSPonSe 
in CoMPLex eMerGenCieS

a short course will be held 6–7 December to 
present critical examination of the normative 
frameworks for humanitarian responses 
in addressing the health and well-being 
of populations in complex emergencies. 
Suitable for experienced practitioners, 
graduate researchers, parliamentarians and 
staff, government officials, and personnel of 
inter-governmental and non-governmental 
organisations. Visit: www.rsc.ox.ac.uk/health.

Technology and Management Centre for 
Development

Professor George yip, china Europe 
International business School, will deliver 
a Distinguished Guest Lecture at 5pm on 23 
october in Seminar room 2, Queen Elizabeth 
House. Followed by drinks reception. co-
hosted by Saïd Business School.

Subject: ‘Innovation in china’

Professor Wing thye Woo, california, beijing, 
Shanghai and columbia, will deliver a seminar 
at 5.30pm on 27 october in Seminar room 3, 
Queen Elizabeth House.

Subject: ‘The future of renminbi as an 
international currency and Shanghai as 
an international financial centre: is china 
dreaming?’

Oxford Internet Institute 

Politics and Internet seminar series 

the following seminars will be given at 5.15pm 
at L3, Mathematical Institute. convener: Dr 
Victoria Nash

tom Steinberg, mySociety
20 Oct: ‘there ain’t no “e” in PPE – how do 
we fill the digital skills gap at the top levels 
of government and politics?’

Matthew McGregor, blue State Digital
3 Nov: tbc

Professor Beth noveck, the Governance Lab
10 Nov: tbc

alberto nardelli, the Guardian
17 Nov: tbc

tim Kelsey, NHS England
2 Dec: tbc

Philosophy and Technology seminar 
series

the following seminars will be given at 
12.30pm at the oxford Internet Institute. 
convener: Professor L Floridi 

hosuk Lee-Makiyama, European centre for 
International Political Economy

13 Nov: ‘Internet and global trade: laws, 
diplomacy and wars’

Geoff Mulgan, Nesta
27 Nov: ‘theories and tools for collective 
intelligence’

OII Bellwether Lecture

Professor Caroline haythornthwaite, british 
columbia, will deliver the oII bellwether 
Lecture at 5pm on 17 october at the Ioannou 
Centre for Classical and Byzantine Studies.

Subject: ‘Learning with the crowd? New 
structures, new practices for knowledge, 
learning and education’

Lectures

edwina Dunn, co-founder of Dunnhumby (the 
company behind tesco’s clubcard) will be in 
conversation with Dr vicki nash at 5pm on 23 
october at the oxford Internet Institute.

Professor Judy Wajcman, LSE, will lecture 
at 5pm on 4 December at the oxford Internet 
Institute.

Subject: ‘Pressed for time: the acceleration 
of life in digital capitalism’

Faculty of Law

Intellectual Property Speaker Series 

the following lectures will be given at 5.15pm 
on thursdays in the theberge room, St Peter’s.

Professor rochelle Dreyfuss, NyU 
23 Oct: ‘How regime shifting 
reconceptualises intellectual property’

Professor hector Macqueen, Scottish Law 
Commission

30 Oct: ‘the war of the booksellers: natural 
law, equity and literary property in 18th-
century Scotland’

Jeremy Dickerson, burges Salmon
6 Nov: ‘the role of surveys in trade mark 
and passing off cases’

Professor alain Strowel, Saint-Louis brussels, 
Munich IP Law center avocat, brussels

13 Nov: ‘The right of communication to the 
public in the cJEU case law: moving criteria 
and underlying rationale’

Professor Martin Senftleben, VU amsterdam
20 Nov: ‘copyright and creators’ interests 
– rights and remuneration in the light of 
bourdieu’s analysis of the field of literary 
and artistic production’

Dr Dev Gangjee
27 Nov: ‘Debating copyright formalities’

PIL Lunchtime Discussion Group

the following discussions will be held at 
12.30pm on thursdays in the old Library, all 
Souls, unless otherwise noted. No booking 
necessary.

Patricia o’Brien, permanent Mission of Ireland 
to the United Nations and other International 
organisations at Geneva, former UN Legal 
counsel and Under Secretary-General for Legal 
Affairs

16 Oct, Wharton Room: ‘rule of law at the 
international level – still relevant?’ 

Kirsty Brimelow, Qc, Doughty Street 
Chambers

23 Oct: tbc
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Dr Martins Paparinskis, London
30 Oct: ‘a sceptic’s guide to legitimate 
expectations in international investment 
law: revisiting the sources’

Dr reuven Ziegler, reading
6 Nov: ‘Independence referendums 
and putative citizenship – the Scottish 
referendum in a global perspective’

Peter quayle, European bank for 
reconstruction and Development and Notre 
Dame, London Law centre

13 Nov: ‘ “a problem of interpretation”: 
the IcJ’s approach to the constituent 
instruments of international organisations’ 
(working title)

20 Nov: tbc

Professor Christine Chinkin, London
27 Nov: tbc

Professor andrew Clapham, Geneva
4 Dec: ‘Guantanamo bay: some public 
international law issues arising in the 9/11 
trials’

Department of Politics and International 
Relations 

Cyril Foster Lecture

Professor Loukas tsoukalis, athens, 
President of the Hellenic Foundation for 
European and Foreign Policy (ELIaMEP), 
and Visiting Professor, KcL and the college 
of Europe, bruges, will deliver the cyril 
Foster Lecture at 5pm on 13 November in the 
Examination Schools.

Subject: tbc

Constitutional Studies

Professor iain McLean, Professor Leslie 
Green and Mure Dickie, Financial Times, will 
hold a roundtable discussion at 5pm on  
20 october in the oxford Martin School.

Subject: ‘after the referendum, what next? 
constitutional change in the UK’

Professor John Curtice, Strathclyde, will 
lecture at 5pm on 31 october in the first-floor 
Lecture theatre, Manor road building. this 
will be the keynote address for the conference 
on the Fixed-term Parliaments act.

Subject: ‘the Fixed-term Parliaments act: 
quiet revolution or mere technical detail?’

Martyn atkins, House of commons Political 
and constitutional reform committee, will 
lecture at 5pm on 6 November in the first-floor 
Lecture theatre, Manor road building.

Subject: ‘a new Magna carta?’

Oxford–Sciences Po Research Group

a seminar will be given 9am–4pm on 3 
December in Maison Française. Speakers: John 
Curtice, Strathclyde; David Denver, Lancaster; 
Colin rallings, Plymouth; Martial Foucault, 
Sciences Po; Florent Gougou, Libre, brussels; 
annie Laurent, Lille. convener: Florent 
Gougou. chair: Geoff Evans (tbc)

Subject: 'Local elections. France and the 
UK in comparative perspective'

Centre for International Studies

ConFerenCe – MexiCo: PreSiDent 
Peña nieto’S reForM aGenDa

a conference will be held 9–10 october in 
the Senior common room, Nuffield. Further 
details and to register, contact Valentina 
riquelme: oia@colmex.mx. conveners: J 
F Prud’homme, Monica Serrano, Laurence 
Whitehead 

LeCtureS

Monica Serrano, El colegio de México, will 
lecture on 20 october at the Manor road 
building. time to be confirmed.

Subject: ‘r2P’s unfinished journey: the 
lingering promise of prevention’

Graciana del Castillo will speak at 5pm on 22 
october at the Manor road building. 

Subject: ‘Guilty party: the international 
community in Afghanistan’

Poetry

Dr rama Mani will perform poetry and 
testimony from war zones and be in 
conversation with Sir edward Mortimer, 
Professor Kalypso nicolaïdis and the 
audience at 2pm on armistice Day,  
11 November, in the auditorium, ashmolean 
Museum, to mark the 100th anniversary of 
WWI and honour victims of 21st-century wars. 
co-sponsors: centre for International Studies 
(cIS), the oxford Institute for Ethics, Law 
and armed conflict (ELac) and the oxford 
Network of Peace Studies (oxPeace).

Subject: ‘The art of transformation: creating 
peace in the fog of war’

Department of Social Policy and 
Intervention 

Annual Sidney Ball Memorial Lecture

Professor tom Cook, Northwestern University 
Institute for Policy research, will deliver the 
annual Sidney ball Memorial Lecture at 5pm 
on 20 october in the Lecture theatre, rewley 
House, Wellington Square.

Subject: ‘the major assumptions of 
evidence-based policy: bringing empirical 
evidence to bear’

Workshops

Professor Linda Collins, Penn State, will 
lead a workshop from 10am on 28 october in 
the Haldane room, Wolfson, on systems for 
improving behavioural intervention research 
methods in healthcare and psychology. Light 
lunch provided. to register, email name and 
department to frances.gardner@spi.ox.ac.uk.

Subject: ‘optimising behavioural 
interventions’

Professor John Graham, Penn State, will 
lead a workshop from 10am on 31 october 
at the Department of Social Policy and 
Intervention, 32 Wellington Square. there will 
be approximately 50 spaces, available on a 
first come, first served basis. to register, email 
frances.gardner@spi.ox.ac.uk. Missing data 
questions for John should be submitted at 
least 24 hours beforehand to jwg801@gmail.
com and copied to frances.gardner@spi.ox.ac.
uk. all welcome; no charge but sandwiches 
will be available at cost price.

Subject: ‘Missing data analysis’

Research seminars

the following seminars will be given at 5pm on 
thursdays in the Violet butler room, barnett 
House, 32 Wellington Square, unless otherwise 
noted. convener: Dr Frances Gardner

Dr G J Melendez-torres
16 Oct: ‘Is drug treatment also HIV 
prevention? Evidence from a systematic 
review of behavioural interventions in men 
who have sex with men’

Dr Sally Merry, auckland
30 Oct: ‘Getting SParX to fly: from evidence 
to dissemination of a novel e-treatment for 
depression in young people’

Dr raymond Lang, UcL
6 Nov: ‘the relationship between disability 
and global poverty: examining the evidence 
base’

Professor rachel Calam, Manchester
13 Nov: ‘Where can research into evidence-
based parenting interventions take us?’

Dr adam Bourne, LSHtM
Tues, 2 Dec: ‘Drug use in sexual settings 
(“chemsex”) among gay and bisexual men: 
developing discourse, contrasting cultures 
and testing technologies’

Farah Jamal, IoE
4 Dec: ‘Realist RCTs: notes from an 
emerging methodology’

mailto:jwg801@gmail.com
mailto:frances.gardner@spi.ox.ac.uk
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Centre for Socio-legal Studies 

Seminar series

the following seminars will be given at 4.30pm 
on Mondays in Seminar room D, Manor road 
building. convener: Dr Fernanda Pirie

Dr Fernanda Pirie
13 Oct: ‘Legal anthropology and legal theory: 
complementary or contradictory?’

Dr Christina Cook
20 Oct: ‘trending now: a nexus and 
convergence in water security’

Dr naomi Creutzfeldt
27 Oct: ‘a conceptual framework for 
measuring public trust in dispute 
resolution outside of courts and empirical 
legitimacy of ombudsmen in Europe – some 
preliminary findings’

Dr rogier Creemers
3 Nov: ‘Ideology in chinese law: relic or 
reality?’

Dr iginio Gagliardone
10 Nov: ‘Understanding and responding 
to hate speech online: a techno-legal 
dilemma?’

Dr Marina Kurkchiyan
17 Nov: ‘the concept of law in medieval 
Rus’ ’

Professor Christopher hodges
24 Nov: ‘affecting corporate behaviour: 
theories of deterrence, responsive 
regulation, psychology and compliance’

Book discussion
Louis assier-andrieu, SciencesPo, Paris 

1 Dec: ‘L’autorité du passé. Essai 
anthropologique sur la Common Law’

Conference

a two-day conference will be held, sponsored 
by Swiss re and FLJS, from 9am on 30 october 
to 2pm on 31 october at the Ship Street 
centre, Jesus. to register: www.csls.ox.ac.uk/
forthcoming_events.php. conveners: Professor 
christopher Hodges, Dr Naomi creutzfeldt

Subject: ‘consumer dispute resolution – 
implementing the directive’

Workshops

a workshop will be held from 1pm on  
14 November in Seminar room c, Manor 
road building. convener: Dr Erdenchuluu 
Khohchahar, Kyoto. Further information: 
www.csls.ox.ac.uk/forthcoming_events.php.

Subject: ‘Inner asian law and society: 
religion and justice’

a two-day workshop will be held 15–16 
December, venue to be confirmed. Further 
information: www.csls.ox.ac.uk/forthcoming_
events.php. conveners: Dr agnieszka Kubal, Dr 
Naomi creutzfeldt, Dr Fernanda Pirie

Subject: ‘Exploring the comparative in 
socio-legal studies’

Islamic Law and Society Discussion Group

the following seminars will be given at 
12.30pm on Wednesdays in Seminar room 
b, Manor road building. conveners: Dr Petra 
Mahy, Sajjad Khoshroo

aina Khan, Duncan Lewis Solicitors
15 Oct: ‘Unregistered Muslim marriages – a 
ticking time-bomb?’

omar anchassi, QMUL
29 Oct: ‘Fazlur rahman’s “Qur’anic turn”, 
Islamic law and gender’

hossein Dabbagh, reading
12 Nov: ‘Sharia and ethics’

Dr Kerstin Steiner, Monash 
26 Nov: ‘the relationship between Islam, 
law and the state in Malaysia’

Department of Sociology 

the following seminars will be given at 
12.30pm on Mondays in Seminar room G, 
Manor road building, unless otherwise noted. 
all welcome. conveners: Francesco billari, 
christiaan Monden

Professor Giacomo negro, Emory 
13 Oct: ‘observational and experimental 
evidence of destigmatisation’

Professor Judy Wajcman, LSE
20 Oct: ‘Pressed for time: the acceleration of 
life in digital capitalism ’

Professor Lynn Prince Cooke, bath
27 Oct: ‘Deconstructing specialisation: 
unpaid domestic tasks and marriage premia 
among US men’

Professor Lucinda Platt, LSE
3 Nov: tbc

Professor Lynn Jamieson, Edinburgh
10 Nov: tbc

Professor Gunhild hagestad, Norwegian 
Social Research

17 Nov: ‘Crossing borders: chances and 
challenges presented by a life course 
perspective’

Professor Lawrence King, cambridge 
24 Nov: ‘Do IMF programs hurt poor 
countries? an analysis of a new data set on 
IMF conditionalities’

Professor Mads Meier Jaeger, copenhagen
1 Dec: ‘Hello beautiful? the effect of 
interviewer physical attractiveness on 
interview success’

Professor Chiara Saraceno, collegio carlo 
Alberto

5pm, 1 Dec: ‘the fate of antipoverty policies 
between austerity and Europe 2020 targets’

Department for Continuing 
Education 

Kellogg College Centre for Creative 
Writing

Creative Writing Seminar Series

the following seminars will be given at 5.30pm 
in the Mawby room, Kellogg. refreshments at 
5pm. all welcome.

elleke Boehmer 
28 Oct: ‘the world in a grain of sand’

thomas Glave 
27 Nov: ‘Secretive women, taboos and 
dangerous sex’

www.csls.ox.ac.uk/forthcoming.events.php
www.csls.ox.ac.uk/forthcoming.events.php
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Institutes, Centres and 
Museums 

Ashmolean Museum 

Research seminars

the following seminars will be given at 1pm on 
Thursdays at the Ashmolean. Tea and coffee 
provided; those attending welcome to bring 
sandwiches. convener: Mark Norman

Milena Melfi 
23 Oct, Education Studio: ‘conservation as 
divine inspiration: Damophon of Messene 
and the making, re-making and updating of 
cult statues in 2nd-century-bc Greece’ 

Susan Walker and Stephanie Ward
27 Nov, Headley Lecture Theatre: ‘Food 
for the gods? recently discovered roman 
pewter dishes from Steane (Northants)’

Bodleian Libraries 

Centre for the Study of the Book

earLy MoDern BooKS MaSterCLaSSeS

the following classes will be given in the 
Weston Library, broad Street. 

Dr arnoud visser, Utrecht
2.15pm, 13 Nov, Horton Seminar Room: 
‘Annotated books online’

Professor nicholas Pickwoad, UaL
4pm, 4 Dec, Lecture Theatre: ‘Bindings on 
early modern books in the bodleian Library’ 

Lectures

the following lectures will be given at 1pm 
in convocation House, bodleian Library. all 
welcome; admission free. Places limited to 
100; advance booking recommended: www.
bodleian.ox.ac.uk/whatson. the first three 
lectures accompany the exhibition The Great 
War: Personal Stories from Downing Street to 
the Trenches.

Dr adrian Gregory
15 Oct: ‘the problem with propaganda’ 

Professor Martin Ceadel
29 Oct: ‘conscription and conscientious 
objection’ 

Mr Mike Webb
5 Nov: ‘From Downing Street to the 
trenches’

Dr allan Chapman
19 Nov: ‘John Wilkins (1614–72); oxford 
experimentalist, educator, bishop, FrS and 
aspiring moon voyager’

Mr Simon Bailey
26 Nov: ‘award of the papal legate – 800 
years old’

Conversation

Professor Sir hew Strachan and Professor 
Margaret MacMillan will be in conversation 
at 5.30pm on 21 october in the Ship Street 
Lecture theatre, Jesus (use Ship Street 
entrance off cornmarket). to accompany the 
exhibition The Great War: Personal Stories 
from Downing Street to the Trenches. Chair: 
Professor Patricia clavin 

Subject: ‘The meaning of 1914’ 

Oxford Centre for Buddhist Studies 

Lecture series

the following lectures will be given at 5.30pm 
on Mondays in the Dorfman centre, St Peter’s, 
unless otherwise noted. Full details: www.
ocbs.org.

Dr Louella Matsunaga, oxford brookes
13 Oct: ‘The globalisation of Shin 
buddhism?’

Dr Jo Cook, UcL
27 Oct: ‘Embodiment, anxiety and ethical 
reflection: learning mindfulness in 
therapeutic contexts’

Dr Mattia Salvini, International PhD 
Programme in buddhist Studies, Mahidol; 
Numata Visiting Professor in buddhist Studies, 
Hamburg

10 Nov: ‘The syntax of unreal things: 
Madhyamaka, the Abhidharma and 
Sanskrit grammar’

Professor timothy Barrett, Professor 
Emeritus, SoaS

24 Nov: ‘a possible buddhist influence on 
chinese political thought’

COMPAS 

Seminar series: Arrival cities

a series of seminars will be given at 2pm  
on thursdays between 16 october and  
4 December in the Pauling centre, 58a banbury 
road. Speakers and titles to be confirmed. 
See: www.compas.ox.ac.uk/events/seminar-
series. convener: coMPaS Urban change and 
Settlement Cluster

Oxford Institute for Ethics, Law and Armed 
Conflict 

Dr eliav Lieblich, IDc Herzliya’s radzyner 
School of Law, will lead a seminar 3–5pm on 
16 october in the Dorfman centre, St Peter’s. 
respondent: Professor tladi. convener: Dr 
Janina Dill

Subject: ‘the prospect of forcible 
alternatives to war in Israel/Gaza’

a conference will be held 1.30–6.30pm on 
Sunday, 16 November, at the Saskatchewan 
room, Exeter. convener: Dr Hugo Slim. 
Speakers include: John Lloyd, Financial 
Times contributing editor; Ghanem nuseibah, 
cornerstone Global associates Ltd; Professor 
itamar rabinovich, former President, tel-aviv 
University, former Israeli ambassador to the 
USa and former chief Negotiator with Syria; 
Professor Sir adam roberts, former President 
of the british academy; eran yashiv, Director, 
center for regulation Policy, Eitan berglas 
School of Economics, tel-aviv. attendance free 
but registration required: www.imec-oxford.
co.uk.

Subject: ‘Israel and the changing Middle 
East: ethical, economic and security 
challenges and opportunities. Israeli, 
Palestinian and international perspectives’

Oxford Institute for Ethics, Law and Armed 
Conflict (ELAC)/Centre for International 
Studies (CIS)

emanuela Gillard will speak at 1pm on  
17 october in Seminar room G, Manor road 
Building.

Subject: ‘Humanitarian access in 21st-
century armed conflict: legal and practical 
lessons from Syria’

Dr Janina Dill will speak at a book launch at 
4.30pm on 13 November in Seminar room c, 
Manor road building. respondents: adam 
Bower, thomas Simpson

Title: Legitimate targets? Social construction, 
international law and US bombing

Oxford Centre for Hebrew and Jewish 
Studies

David Patterson Seminars 

the following seminars will be given at 7.15pm 
on Mondays at oxford centre for Hebrew and 
Jewish Studies, clarendon Institute building, 
Walton Street. Please note the new time and 
venue for this series. convener: Dr alison 
Salvesen

Dr nadia valman, QMUL
13 Oct: ‘From domestic paragon to 
rebellious daughter: Victorian Jewish 
women novelists’

Dr Laurent Mignon
20 Oct: ‘a sad state of freedom: on writing 
about modern Jewish literature and 
thought in Turkey’

Göran rosenberg, author and journalist 
27 Oct: ‘a brief stop on the road from 
auschwitz’ 

Dr robert Katz 
3 Nov: ‘building art and memory: a personal 
exploration into Jewish identity’

www.compas.ox.ac.uk/events/seminar-series
http://www.imec-oxford.co.uk
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Professor ruth Wisse, Harvard
17 Nov: ‘the politics of yiddish’ 

Professor adam rovner, Denver
24 Nov: ‘Jewish authors in search of a 
promised land: Israel Zangwill’s angolan 
Zion’

Professor Jan Joosten 
1 Dec: ‘the Egyptian background of the 
Septuagint translation of the Hebrew 
scriptures’

Alfred Lehmann Memorial Lecture

Professor elisheva Carlebach, columbia, 
will deliver the alfred Lehmann Memorial 
Lecture at 5pm on 12 November in the taylor 
Institution.

Subject: ‘revealed beauty and hidden 
danger: on Jewish books of time in early 
modern Europe’

Oxford Centre for Hindu Studies 

Hinduism 1: Sources and development 

Professor Gavin Flood will lecture at 9am on 
Wednesdays in the Exam Schools.

15 Oct: ‘What is Hinduism?’

22 Oct: ‘the Veda and vedic traditions’

29 Oct: ‘Dharma, society and gender’ 

5 Nov: ‘Ascetic traditions’

12 Nov: ‘the epics and the Bhagavad Gita’

19 Nov: ‘Liberation through yoga’

26 Nov: ‘Hindu philosophy 1’

3 Dec: ‘Hindu philosophy 2’

Readings in Phenomenology seminars: 
Paul Ricoeur’s Oneself as Another 

a series of seminars will be held at 11am on 
thursdays, weeks 1–8, at the oxford centre 
for Hindu Studies. convener: Professor Gavin 
Flood 

Lecture series: Religious practice in 
comparative perspective 

the following lectures will be given at 2pm 
on Thursdays at the Oxford Centre for Hindu 
Studies. convener: Professor Gavin Flood

Dr Mohammad talib 
23 Oct: ‘the anthropology of Islamic prayer’

Dr Sarah Shaw 
6 Nov: ‘Practice and making perfect: why 
there are some good habits too in Southern 
Buddhism’

Professor Gavin Flood 
20 Nov: ‘Why don’t apes point? religious 
practice and the nature of the human’

Dr Martin Ganeri 
4 Dec: ‘the habit of prayer and prayer in a 
habit’

Majewski Lecture 

Professor Jan Westerhoff will deliver the 
Majewski Lecture at 4.30pm on 30 october in 
Lecture room 1, oriental Institute.

Subject: ‘What kind of philosophical theory 
is Madhyamaka?’

Shivdasani Lectures

Professor Shrikant S Bahulkar, Pune, will 
deliver the following lectures and seminars 
at 2pm on thursdays at the oxford centre for 
Hindu Studies.

16 Oct: ‘Vedism and brahmanism in 
buddhist literature: an overview’

30 Oct: ‘attempts towards preservation and 
revival of atharvaveda’

13 Nov: ‘From myth to ritual: the horse of 
Pedu and the remedy for removing snake 
poison’

4 Dec: ‘Medical ritual in the Veda and 
ayurveda’ 

Occasional Lecture

Dr hrvoje Čargonja, Zagreb, will deliver the 
following lecture at 2pm on 21 November at 
the Oxford Centre for Hindu Studies.

Subject: ‘aesthetics of ecstasy – a 
phenomenology of emotional expansion  
in caitanya Vais. n. ava religious experience’

Elementary Sanskrit 

Professor Gavin Flood will conduct the 
Elementary Sanskrit class 10–11am on Mondays 
and 10am–noon on Fridays, weeks 1–8, at the 
Oxford Centre for Hindu Studies.

Museum of the History of Science

Public lecture

Georgina Ferry, author of A Computer 
Called LEO, will lecture at 7pm on 21 october 
at the Museum of the History of Science. 
Information: www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/events.

Subject: ‘From code-breaking to cake-
making’

Table Talk

the following lectures will take place at 
2.30pm on Saturdays at the Museum of the 
History of Science. Information: www.mhs.
ox.ac.uk/events.

Peter ells 
18 Oct: ‘the robot telescope’

Dr Stephen Johnston 
20 Dec: ‘Moon dial’

Oxford Centre for Islamic Studies 

the following events will take place at the 
oxford centre for Islamic Studies, George 
Street.

Seminar Series

iSLaMiC CitieS

the following seminars will be held at 5pm on 
Wednesdays. all welcome.

Professor ebba Koch, Vienna
15 Oct: ‘Mughal agra’

Professor Carole hillenbrand, St andrews 
and Edinburgh

22 Oct: ‘Jerusalem’

Professor Sheila Blair, boston college
29 Oct: ‘Shiraz’

Professor James allan
5 Nov: ‘Isfahan’

Professor Shirine hamadeh, rice 
12 Nov: ‘Istanbul’

Professor amira Bennison, cambridge
19 Nov: ‘Fes’

Professor hugh Kennedy, SoaS 
26 Nov: ‘Baghdad’

Professor Bakhrom abdukhalimov, al-biruni 
Institute of oriental Studies

3 Dec: ‘Bukhara’

iSLaMiC FinanCe

the following seminars, arranged in 
association with Fajr capital, will be held at 
5pm on thursdays. all welcome.

Mr iqbal Khan, cEo, Fajr capital
23 Oct: ‘the history and evolution of Islamic 
finance’

Mr iqbal asaria, adviser to Secretary General 
of Mcb

30 Oct: ‘Introduction to Islamic finance: 
concepts, products and structures’

Sheikh Dr Mohammed ali elgari, Professor of 
Islamic Economics, King abdulaziz

6 Nov: ‘The role of the Sharia scholar in 
Islamic finance’

Dr ann Pettifor, Director, Policy research in 
Macroeconomics

13 Nov: ‘How Keynesian monetary theory 
and policy could embed a Koranic model of 
finance’

Lord Green of hurstpierpoint, former 
Minister of State for trade and Investment and 
former cEo and chairman, HSbc

20 Nov: ‘the role of public policy in 
enabling Islamic finance’

www.mbs.ox.ac.uk/events
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Dr alberto Brugnoni, managing partner, 
aSSaIF 

27 Nov: ‘Islamic finance: its purpose, current 
challenges and future opportunities’

Lecture series

Dr afifi al-akiti will lecture at 4pm on 
Mondays. open to matriculated members of 
the University.

Subject: ‘Islam in the classical period’

Dr Mohammad talib will lecture at 2pm on 
Thursday of Weeks 2, 4, 6 and 8. 

Subject: ‘anthropology of Islam, knowledge 
and transmission’

Dr Mohammad talib will lecture on days to 
be confirmed.

Subject: ‘anthropology of Muslim societies’

Classes

qur’aniC araBiC

classes in Qur’anic arabic will be given at 
2pm on Fridays. all welcome, but registration 
required: www.oxcis.ac.uk/shortcourses.html.

MoDern StanDarD araBiC

classes in Modern Standard arabic will be 
given as follows. registration required: www.
oxcis.ac.uk/shortcourses.html.

arabic 1a: tues, 5.15–7.15pm
arabic 1b: tues, 2.30–4.30pm
arabic 2: Wed, 5.15–7.15pm
arabic 3–4: Wed, 2.30–4.30pm

Reuters Institute for the Study of 
Journalism 

The business and practice of journalism

the following seminars will be given at 2pm 
on Wednesdays in the barclay room, Green 
templeton. conveners: James Painter, David 
Levy

Dr rasmus Kleis nielsen 
15 Oct: ‘the unfinished media revolution’

Lindsey hilsum, international editor, Channel 
4 News 

22 Oct: ‘time present and time past: how 
everyone wants journalists to see history 
their way’

nic newman, former Future Media controller, 
BBC

29 Oct: ‘How journalism faces a second 
wave of disruption from technology and 
changing audience behaviour’

Carla Buzasi, founding editor, Huffington Post 
UK, and current Global chief content officer, 
WGSN 

5 Nov: ‘How new media became now media’

amanda Farnsworth, editor, Visual 
Journalism, bbc

12 Nov: ‘Visual journalism at the bbc – 
where the web meets tV’

ewen Macaskill, defence and security 
correspondent, the Guardian

19 Nov: ‘Snowden and the debate on 
surveillance versus privacy’

Sarah Laitner, communities Editor, Financial 
Times 

26 Nov: ‘Social media in the newsroom’

Dr Jonathan Bright 
3 Dec: ‘the spread of news in the age of 
social media’

Reuters Institute/Nuffield College Media 
and Politics seminars

the following seminars will be given at 5pm 
on Fridays in the butler room, Nuffield, unless 
otherwise noted. conveners: Neil Fowler, 
James Painter, David Levy 

Sir David Butler’s 90th Birthday Lecture
David Dimbleby, chair of bbc’s Question Time

17 Oct, St Peter’s chapel: tbc (registration 
required via Eventbrite or kerry.mellor@
nuffield.ox.ac.uk)

andrea Leadsom, MP, Economic Secretary to 
the Treasury 

24 Oct: ‘EU renegotiation and reform: a UK 
perspective’ 

natalie nougayrede, former Executive Editor, 
Le Monde 

31 Oct: ‘Media and politics: a French 
perspective’ 

Christopher heaton-harris, MP 
7 Nov: ‘England, Scotland, Wales, Northern 
Ireland – and Europe... what is the future?’

14 Nov: tbc

emily Bell, Director, tow centre for Digital 
Journalism, columbia Journalism School

21 Nov, Mary Ogilvy Lecture Theatre, St 
Anne’s: ‘Silicon Valley and journalism: 
make up or break up?’ (registration required 
via http://silicon-valley-and-journalism.
eventbrite.co.uk)

Sir nicholas Macpherson, Permanent 
Secretary to the Treasury 

28 Nov: tbc

Martin Kettle, associate Editor, the Guardian 
5 Dec: ‘the 2015 UK elections and the role of 
leader-writing’

Latin American Centre 

Latin American History Seminar

the following seminars will be given at 5pm 
on thursdays in the Seminar room, Latin 
american centre, 1 church Walk, unless 
otherwise noted. conveners: Eduardo Posada-
carbó, Graciela Iglesias rogers

Professor rebecca earle, Warwick 
16 Oct: ‘Spanish–american casta paintings 
from the 18th century’

Dr halbert Jones
Mon, 20 Oct, Pavilion Room, St Antony’s: 
‘the war has brought peace to Mexico: 
World War II and the consolidation of 
the post-revolutionary state’ (book 
presentation with comment by alan 
Knight, in conjunction with the North 
american Programme)

Professor Carlos Caballero, Los andes, 
Colombia

30 Oct: ‘alberto Lleras camargo and John F 
Kennedy: on the alliance for Progress, cuba 
and the Cold War’

Dr Gregorio alonso, Leeds
6 Nov: ‘beyond Solon and Lycurgus: Vicente 
rocafuerte (1783–1847) and american 
liberty’

Dr Deborah toner, Leicester
20 Nov: ‘Alcohol and nationhood in 19th-
century Mexico’

Dr Graciela iglesias rogers, Winchester
27 Nov: ‘transnational political consultancy 
in post-independent Latin america: the 
case of the Spaniard Jose Joaquín de Mora’

Professor Paulo ricci, Sao Paulo
4 Dec: ‘reassessing the idea of political 
competition in oligarchic regimes: evidence 
from brazil (1889–1930)’ (paper co-
authored with Jaqueline Porto Zulini)

Seminars

the following seminars will be given at 5pm on 
Fridays in the Seminar room, Latin american 
centre, 1 church Walk, unless otherwise noted. 
a glass of wine will be served following the 
discussions. all welcome. convener: Dr Diego 
Sánchez ancochea

Professor elizabeth Jelin, coNIcEt, IDES 
17 Oct: ‘reflections on 50 years of social 
research in Latin america’

Dr Covadonga Meseguer, LSE
24 Oct: ‘Financial remittances, social 
remittances and the state in Latin america’

Professor Barbara Fritz, FU, berlin
Tues, 28 Oct: ‘New developmentalism and 
macroeconomic constraints: the case of 
Brazil’

http://silicon-valley-and-journalism.eventbrite.co.uk
mailto:kerry.mellor@nuffield.ox.ac.uk
mast0976
Cross-Out
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Tim Harford, author, columnist and radio presenter
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Professor Leigh Payne
Tues, 4 Nov: ‘Unfinished business: new 
directions in transitional justice around 
corporate complicity in Latin america’ 

Professor alan Knight
14 Nov: ‘total war: Mexico and Europe, 1914’ 

Professor valpy FitzGerald
21 Nov: ‘Why the Sandinista revolution 
mattered then (and now)’

Mr Carlos Caballero, andes 
28 Nov: ‘Is colombia’s development model 
sustainable in the future?’

Dr néstor Castañeda-angarita, Southampton
5 Dec: ‘business coordination, market 
leverage and tax politics’

Foundation for Law, Justice and Society 

the following events are given in association 
with Wolfson and the centre for Socio-Legal 
Studies. the lecture and film have limited 
spaces; to reserve a place visit the FLJS website 
or email izzy.niner@fljs.org.

Book colloquium

a book colloquium will be held at 5.30pm 
on 9 october in the Haldane room, Wolfson. 
Speakers include Professor Denis Galligan, 
Dr Bernie hogan, Dr iginio Gagliardone, Dr 
Jacob rowbottom, Dr Monika Magyar and 
Christian Fuchs.

Subject: ‘Social media: a critical 
introduction’

Lecture

rory o Millson, cravath, Swaine and Moore 
LLP, will lead a lecture at 5.30pm on 15 october 
in the Leonard Wolfson auditorium, Wolfson. 

Subject: ‘Killing by drones: the legal and 
public policy dimensions’

Film

the film We Steal Secrets: The Story of Wikileaks 
will be shown at 7.30pm on 21 october at the 
Leonard Wolfson auditorium, Wolfson. a short 
talk will be given before the screening by Dr 
Jonathan Bright. Free.

Maison Française 

the following events will take place at the 
Maison Française d’oxford, 2–10 Norham road, 
unless otherwise noted.

Seminar series

MeDievaL FrenCh SeMinar

the following seminars will be given at 
5.15pm on tuesdays, unless otherwise noted. 
conveners: Daron burrows, Sophie Marnette, 
Helen Swift

oxford DPhil Students 
14 Oct: Presentation of current research

Jonathan Patterson 
28 Oct: ‘a villain’s tales?: the language of 
villainy in the poetry of François Villon’

Chimene Bateman 
11 Nov: ‘The hybrid art of the Compileur: the 
Ovide Moralisé from manuscript to print’

Matthew Champion, Norfolk Medieval Graffiti 
Survey Project 

5pm, 27 Nov, Taylor Institution: 
Interdisciplinary seminar

earLy MoDern FrenCh SeMinar

the following seminars will be given at 
5.15pm on thursdays. conveners: Suzanne 
Jones, Jennifer oliver, caroline Warman, Wes 
Williams 

Joe harris, rHUL
16 Oct: ‘Dying of the fifth act: corneille’s (un)
natural deaths’

Joanna Stalnaker, columbia 
30 Oct: ‘Diderot and Rousseau at the end’

Lauren Clay, Vanderbilt 
13 Nov: ‘How the French became stage 
struck: the making of a theatre industry 
during the late old regime’

neil Kenny
27 Nov: ‘ “Héritier du seul bien paternal”: 
Jean Marot, clément Marot and the writing 
of social status’

KeyWorDS in earLy MoDern FrenCh 
CuLture SeMinar

the following seminars will be given at 3.30pm 
on thursdays. conveners: richard Scholar, 
alain Viala

alain viala
13 Nov: ‘Introductions’

Caroline Warman
27 Nov: ‘What was the Enlightenment?’

MoDern FrenCh SeMinar

the following seminars will be given at 5.15pm 
on thursdays. conveners: Nikolaj Lübecker, 
Ian Maclachlan, Jennifer yee 

ann Jefferson 
23 Oct: ‘Victor Hugo and the brotherhood 
of genius’

Bruno Blanckeman, Paris III 
6 Nov: ‘L’imaginaire spectral dans les 
romans et récits français au tournant du 
XXIe siècle’

Christopher Prendergast, cambridge
20 Nov: ‘Literary history and 
counterfactuals: racine, Sainte-beuve and 
the question of tragedy’

Pierre-Philippe Fraiture, Warwick
4 Dec: ‘Les Statues Meurent Aussi: on death 
and after-death of African art’

John FeLL SeMinar SerieS: Care 
PraCtiCeS: toWarDS a re-CaStinG oF 
ethiCS

the following seminars will be given at 
12.30pm on Wednesdays at the oxford Martin 
School, 34 broad Street. conveners: Jacobus 
Hoffman, Frans Vosman, andries baart, 
University of Humanistic Studies, Utrecht

Fabienne Brugère, Paris VIII
29 Oct: ‘Emotions as constituents for an 
ethics of care’

Sandra Laugier, cNrS
5 Nov: ‘Ethics as a politics of the ordinary’

Conferences, Study Days and Workshops

ConFerenCe

a conference will be held from 3pm on  
24 october in the Seminar room at torcH, 
continuing from 9am on 25 October at the 
Maison Française. conveners: toby Garfitt; 
Jane Hiddleston; Elizabeth Marcus, columbia; 
Edward Still

Subject: ‘Language and identity in 
Francophone worlds’

CoLLoquiuM

a colloquium will be held 10am–6pm on 
31 october. conveners: toby Garfitt; brian 
Sudlow, aston 

Subject: ‘the charles Péguy centenary 
colloquium’

oxForD GarDen anD LanDSCaPe 
hiStory WorKShoP

a workshop will be held 10.30am–4pm on  
1 November, in collaboration with torcH and 
Hestercombe Gardens. convener: Laurent 
Châtel 

Subject: ‘Debating 18th-century French 
gardens and landscapes’

StuDy DayS

a study day will be held 10.30am–4pm on  
8 November. convener: bill Pickering 

Subject: ‘Durkheimian reflections’

a study day will be held 2.15–5.30pm on  
14 November. convener: Marie-chantal Killeen

Subject: ‘L’après-midi de Marguerite Duras’

ConFerenCe

a conference will be held from 11.30am on 21 
November to 5pm on 22 November. conveners: 
Philippe roussin, Michael Sheringham

Subject: ‘L’oulipo et le monde anglo-saxon’

Single lectures

anne roche, Provence, will lecture at 5.15pm 
on 15 october. conveners: Philippe roussin, 
Michael Sheringham

Subject: ‘Eric chevillard: après le post-
moderne?’
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Bruno Blanckeman, Paris III, will lecture at 
5.15pm on 7 November. conveners: Philippe 
roussin, Michael Sheringham

Subject: ‘L’écrivain impliqué: une réflexion 
sur les nouveaux modes d’engagement 
littéraires’ 

nicolas roussellier, Sciences Po, Paris, 
will lecture at 5pm on 11 November at the 
Department of Politics and International 
relations, Seminar room b, Manor road 
building. In collaboration with oXPo. 
convener: Scot Peterson

Subject: ‘the Popular Front and Gaullist 
France Libre: experimental routes to 
constitutional serfdom?’ 

Marc-olivier Baruch, EHESS, will lecture at 
5pm on 18 November in the Lecture theatre, 
Department of Politics and International 
relations, Manor road building. convener: 
Scot Peterson

Subject: ‘the past as a legal issue: the French 
memory laws, 1964 to the present’ 

Clarisse Zerbib, campus France (Department 
for the Promotion of French Higher 
Education), will give a presentation at 5.30pm 
on 20 November at the centenary room, 
careers Service. registration required: www.
myinterfase.com/oxford/event_view.aspx?toke
n=c0sfMaphDZlL3x+rimQozQ%3d%3d.

Subject: ‘Postgraduate study in France’ 

Louis assier-andrieu, Sciences Po, Paris, will 
lecture at 4.30pm on 1 December in Seminar 
room D, centre for Socio-Legal Studies, Manor 
road building. conveners: Fernanda Pirie; 
Soazick Kerneis, Paris X

Subject: ‘anthropological perspectives 
about common law’

Cinema

the Maison Française will show three films 
based on the work of Marguerite Duras at 8pm 
on tuesdays. all films will be in French. 

21 Oct: Hiroshima mon amour, alain 
resnais, 1959, 90 mins 

18 Nov: Le Camion, Marguerite Duras, 1977, 
80 mins 

2 Dec: L’Amant, Jean-Jacques annaud, 1992, 
115 mins

Oxford Martin School

Oxford Martin Programme on the Future 
of Food Lecture 

the following events will take place in the 
oxford Martin School, corner of catte and 
Holywell Streets, unless otherwise noted. For 
further information or to register, please visit: 
www.oxfordmartin.ox.ac.uk/events, email 
events@oxfordmartin.ox.ac.uk or phone 01865 
287437.

Michael Mack, cEo, Syngenta, will deliver the 
2014 oxford Martin Programme on the Future 
of Food Lecture at 4pm on  
26 November in Lecture theatre a, 
Department of Zoology.

Subject: ‘technophobia v technophilia: the 
polarised debate about our food’

Seminar series: Health in the 21st century: 
what’s new?

the following seminars will be given at 3.30pm 
on thursdays. Free and open to all but booking 
is recommended. convener: Professor Ian 
Goldin

Professor Peter Piot
16 Oct: ‘Challenges in global health: the 
long-term view’

Professor andrew Pollard
23 Oct: ‘Impact of childhood vaccination: 
what’s next?’

Dr David Clifton
30 Oct: ‘Oxford and the next generation of 
mobile health’

Professor Susan Jebb, Dr tara Garnett and 
Professor Mike rayner

6 Nov: ‘Well fed? the health and 
environmental implications of our food 
choices’

Dr Kazem rahimi and Professor terry Dwyer
13 Nov: ‘New strategies for disease 
prevention and management, from infancy 
to old age’

Dr John Frater and Dr ellie Barnes
20 Nov: ‘Eradication Hepatitis c and HIV: 
progress and challenges for the next ten 
years’

Dr Javier Lezaun and Professor Chas Bountra
27 Nov: ‘Why do we need to deconstruct 
drug discovery?’ 

Professor Susan Lea, Professor Christoph 
tang, Professor Jeffrey almond and Dr ian 
Feavers

4 Dec: ‘Strategies for vaccines for the 21st 
century’

Public Lectures

the following lectures will take place at 5pm, 
followed by a drinks reception. all welcome 
but registration required.

Lord Patten of Barnes
27 Oct: ‘Gridlock and train crashes: what 
happens when the world loses the habit of 
co-operation’

Professor Wolfgang Lutz, founding Director, 
Wittgenstein centre for Demography and 
Global Human capital 

3 Nov: ‘World population and human capital 
in the 21st century’

Professor ian Goldin
10 Nov: ‘the butterfly defect: how 
globalisation creates systemic risks and 
what to do about it’

Panel Discussion

Professor Charles Godfray, Professor ian 
Goldin, Professor Sarah harper, Professor 
yadvinder Malhi and Dr toby ord will 
participate in a panel discussion at 5pm on 
27 october, followed by a book signing and 
drinks reception. all welcome but registration 
required.

Subject: ‘Is the planet full?’ 

Oxford Martin School/Future of Humanity 
Institute

Professor nick Bostrom will give a talk on his 
latest book at 5pm on 13 october. all welcome 
but registration recommended. 

Subject: ‘Superintelligence: paths, dangers, 
strategies’

Oxford Martin School/International 
Relations Society

Kate allen, Director, amnesty International 
UK, will lecture at 7pm on 27 october. all 
welcome but registration required.

Subject: ‘the work of amnesty 
International’

Museum of Natural History 

Public lecture

Professor Paul Smith will lecture at 6.30pm 
on 18 November at the Museum of Natural 
History. Information: www.oum.ox.ac.uk.

Subject: ‘the arctic – a natural history’

www.myinterfase.com/oxford/event_view.aspx?token=COsfMAphDZIL3x+RimQozQ%3d%3d
paed0243
Line

paed0243
Typewritten Text
18 November
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Oxford Institute of Population Ageing 

Fertility, reproductive health and women’s 
empowerment 

the following seminars will be given at 
12.30pm on thursdays in the Seminar room, 
oxford Institute of Population ageing, 66 
banbury road. convener: Dr Melanie channon

Dr Sarah Parker, Liverpool John Moores 
16 Oct: ‘representing voices of the excluded 
– sharing stories of inspirational women in 
Nepal’

Professor Sabu Padmadas, Southampton
23 Oct: ‘Early reproduction trap in India: 
implications and policy challenges’

Dr amos Channon, Southampton
30 Oct: ‘Maternal healthcare inequalities 
over time in lower- and middle-income 
countries’

Dr Jasmine Fledderjohann
6 Nov: ‘ “Zero is not good for me”: the 
psychosocial consequences of infertility in 
Ghana’

Dr Kazuyo Machiyama, LSHtM 
13 Nov: ‘Fertility transition in sub-Saharan 
Africa’

Dr Susannah Mayhew, LSHtM 
20 Nov: ‘Evaluation of integrated service 
delivery: people, numbers and multiple 
truths’

Dr Sarah neal, Southampton
27 Nov: ‘Very early adolescent motherhood 
in developing countries’

Dr Jenny Cresswell, LSHtM
4 Dec: ‘Productivity, family planning and 
reproductive health: an interdisciplinary 
study in Burkina Faso’

Care practices: towards a re-casting of 
ethics 

the following seminars will be given at 
12.30pm on Wednesdays in the Lecture Hall, 
oxford Martin School, 34 broad Street, unless 
otherwise noted. Funded by the John Fell fund. 
conveners: Dr Jaco Hoffman; Professor Frans 
Vosman, Utrecht; Professor andries baart, 
Utrecht

Professor Frans vosman, Utrecht
15 Oct: ‘the ethics of care: a road map’

Professor virginia held, cUNy
22 Oct: ‘care and justice in society’

Professor Fabienne Brugère, Paris VII
29 Oct: ‘Emotions as constituents for an 
ethics of care’

Professor Sandra Laugier, Paris I and cNrS
5 Nov: ‘Ethics as a politics of the ordinary’

Professor elisabeth Conradi, baden-
Württemberg cooperative State University

12 Nov: ‘Beyond autonomy: a relational 
perspective on an ethics of care’

Professor Christina Schües, Lübeck
26 Nov: ‘bodily and social vulnerability: 
a phenomenological perspective on the 
practice of care’

Professor andries Baart, University of 
Humanistic Studies, Utrecht

3 Dec: ‘Empirical grounded ethics of care: a 
methodological perspective’

Professor Kathleen Galvin, Hull
19 Nov, Seminar Room, Oxford Institute 
of Population Ageing: ‘Ethics of care as an 
embodied relational understanding’

Ian Ramsey Centre

Seminars on Science and Religion

the following seminars, in collaboration 
with the Humane Philosophy Project, will 
be given at 8.30pm on thursdays, in the 
aula, blackfriars, preceded by refreshments 
at 8.15pm. Free and open to the public. 
conveners: Dr a Pinsent, M Sławkowski-rode, 
R Weir

Professor alister McGrath
23 Oct: ‘ “tis all in pieces, all coherence 
gone" (John Donne): the search for 
coherence in science and religion’

Dr Daniel Came, Hull
6 Nov: ‘Nietzsche on art and philosophy’

Professor anthony Kenny, President, 
british academy and the royal Institute of 
Philosophy

20 Nov: ‘Humanism v anthropomorphism’

alexander Stoddart, Her Majesty's Sculptor in 
Ordinary in Scotland

4 Dec: ‘The molten calf and the 
contemporary art world’

Rhodes House 

Lecture

German President horst Köhler will lecture 
at 6pm on 20 october in Milner Hall, rhodes 
House. Please register at: http://goo.gl/aiX78K. 

Subject: ‘a global commonwealth of nations 
is possible’

McDonald Centre for Theology, Ethics and 
Public Life 

Seminar on the Formation of Moral 
Character 

the following seminars will be given at 3.45pm 
on tuesdays in the South West Lodgings, 
christ church. convener: Professor Nigel 
Biggar

Professor Kristjan Kristjansson, birmingham
21 Oct: ‘the problematics of character 
education’

Dr Marius Felderhof, birmingham
18 Nov: ‘Developing dispositions through 
religious education’
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Colleges, Halls and 
Societies

All Souls 

the ProCraStination SeMinar

the following seminars will be held at 5.30pm 
on Wednesdays in the old Library. convener: 
Elizabeth chatterjee 

Professor vince Crawford
15 Oct: ‘Now or later? Present-bias and time-
inconsistency in intertemporal choice’

Professor Diane Purkiss
22 Oct: ‘the writer’s brain: Ernest 
Hemingway’s traumas and addictions’

arthur Downing
29 Oct: ‘Procrastination, working-class 
saving and institutional design in the 19th 
century’

John McManus
5 Nov: ‘Driven to distraction: football 
supporters, technology use and the politics 
of place-making’ 

huw Lemmey, LimaZulu
5 Nov: tbc 

Dr Bill Prosser
12 Nov: ‘Drawing – it’s a drag’

Katrina Mayson, Sheffield
12 Nov: ‘Procrastination or professionalism? 
Elizabeth bishop’s chronic “second thought 
habit” ’

Green Templeton 

the following events will be held in the E P 
abraham Lecture theatre, unless otherwise 
noted.

GTC Care Initiative

Sir andrew Dilnot, chair of the commission 
on Funding of care and Support, will deliver 
a lecture to launch the Green templeton care 
Initiative at 6pm on 27 october. registration 
essential: https://weblearn.ox.ac.uk/direct/
eval-evaluation/8661.

Subject: ‘the Gtc care Initiative launch’

McGovern Lecture in the History of 
Medicine 

Dr Bryant Boutwell, University of texas 
Health Science center, Houston, will deliver 
the 2014 McGovern Lecture at 6pm on  
6 November. 

Subject: ‘John P McGovern and his oxford 
connection: a biographer’s perspective’

Barclay Lecture 

Professor David Gann, Vice-President 
and chair in Innovation and technology 
Management, Imperial, will deliver the 2014 
barclay Lecture at 6pm on 12 November. 
registration essential: events@gtc.ox.ac.uk.

Subject: ‘New patterns of innovation’

Management in Medicine Programme 
workshops and seminars

the Gtc Management in Medicine (MiM) 
Programme has been established to help 
trainee doctors develop their management and 
leadership skills. the workshops and seminars 
are primarily for doctors in training including 
medical students.

Dominic tkaczyk, consultant, Interim 
Finance Director Services for the NHS, will 
hold a workshop 9.30am–1pm on Saturday, 
8 November. registration essential: ruth.
loseby@gtc.ox.ac.uk.

Subject: ‘Financial skills for healthcare’

Dr andrew Bishop, chief Medical officer, 
Hampshire Hospitals NHS Foundation 
trust, will hold a seminar 6.45–8.15pm on 
17 November. registration essential: ruth.
loseby@gtc.ox.ac.uk.

Subject: ‘reflection and confessions of a 
chief medical officer’

Mary agnew, assistant Director, Standards 
and Guidance, General Medical council, will 
hold a seminar 6.45–8.15pm on 1 December. 
registration essential: ruth.loseby@gtc.ox.ac.
uk.

Subject: ‘Challenges for doctors in 
leadership’

Global Health Policy Programme at GTC

Professor Gavin yamey, california, will hold 
a seminar at 5pm on 5 November. registration 
essential: https://weblearn.ox.ac.uk/direct/
eval-evaluation/8662.

Subject: ‘Investing in health: opportunities 
to achieve dramatic global health gains by 
2035’

Professor ashish K Jha, Director, Harvard 
Global Health Institute, will hold a seminar 
at 5pm on 3 December in Lecture theatre 2, 
Mathematical Institute, Woodstock road. 
registration essential: ruth.loseby@gtc.ox.ac.
uk.

Subject: ‘Improving global health: focusing 
on quality and safety’

Literature and Medicine seminar series

Matilda tristram, animator and author, 
will talk about her graphic novel, cancer 
and pregnancy at 7pm on 18 November at 
blackwell’s, broad Street.

Subject: ‘Probably Nothing’

Keble 

Richardson Lecture 

Dr James Goudkamp will deliver the 
richardson Lecture at 5.30pm on 14 
November in the Pusey room.

Subject: ‘Judges and impartiality: the rule 
against bias’

Kellogg 

the following events will take place at 5pm 
(refreshments) for 5.30pm in the Mawby room. 
all welcome. to book, contact bookings@
kellogg.ox.ac.uk.

Seminars

Peter Larkham, birmingham city 
14 Oct: ‘conserving the post-Second World 
War reconstruction: a contentious idea’

Philip tonner
24 Oct: ‘Dwelling at the pit of the bones’

Vincent Strudwick Annual Lecture

Dr richard holloway, former bishop of 
Edinburgh and Primus, Scottish Episcopal 
church, will deliver the third Vincent 
Strudwick Lecture on 30 october. booking 
required.

Subject: ‘Seeing visions and hearing voices: 
another look at religious experience and 
expression’

Anne McLaren Memorial Lecture

Professor Martin Birchall, royal National 
throat, Nose and Ear Hospital, will deliver the 
anne McLaren Memorial Lecture on  
13 November. booking required.

Subject: ‘Is airway tissue engineering 
disruptive technology?’

Bynum Tudor Lecture

Sir hector Sants, former cEo, Financial 
Services authority, will deliver the bynum 
tudor Lecture on 21 November. booking 
required.

Subject: ‘can you have a good bank?’

Design Week seminar

Sophie rouart, author, and Pierre Frey, 
curator, will deliver the Design Week seminar 
on 3 December. booking required.

Subject: ‘the Pierre Frey fabric archives’

https://weblearn.ox.ac.uk/direct/eval-evaluation/8661
https://weblearn.ox.ac.uk/direct/eval-evaluation/8662
mailto:ruth.loseby@gtc.ox.ac.uk
mailto:ruth.loseby@gtc.ox.ac.uk
mailto:ruth.loseby@gtc.ox.ac.uk
mailto:ruth.loseby@gtc.ox.ac.uk
mailto:bookings@kellogg.ox.ac.uk
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Mansfield 

the following events will take place at 5pm in 
the old Jcr.

Adam von Trott Memorial Lecture 

Dr Martin Conway will deliver the  
adam von trott Memorial Lecture on  
6 November, followed by a reception. Free and 
open to the public.

Subject: ‘the heirs of von trott: post-war 
Western Europe’

Lecture series

the following lectures will be given on Fridays. 
convener: baroness Helena Kennedy

Professor Stephen Jones, UcL
31 Oct: ‘Nature, nuture or neither: the view 
from the genes’

Professor David Marquand
7 Nov: ‘Mammon’s Kingdom: An Essay on 
Britain, Now’

rosie Boycott
14 Nov: ‘Food: our greatest market failure’

Lisa appignanesi
21 Nov: ‘Women, the mind doctors and the 
law: a conversation’

adhaf Soueif
28 Nov: ‘Who decides what’s real? thoughts 
on narrative from Egypt and Palestine’ 

Nuffield 

Centre for Experimental Social Sciences 

SeMinar SerieS

the following seminars will be given at 5pm 
on Wednesdays, unless otherwise noted. For 
information: http://cess-web.nuff.ox.ac.uk/
calendar/seminars.

Jeffrey Carpenter, Middlebury college 
22 Oct: ‘Progressive taxation in a 
tournament economy’

Björn Bartling, Zurich 
12 Nov: ‘Do markets erode social 
responsibility?’

Steven Callander, GSb Stanford 
19 Nov: ‘optimal search over rugged 
landscapes’ 

Colin Camerer, caltech 
26 Nov: ‘Experiments in dynamic 
unstructured bargaining with private 
information and deadlines’ 

Shanto iyengar, Stanford 
Thurs, 4 Dec: ‘Fear and loathing across party 
lines: new evidence on group polarisation’

Oxford Intelligence Group

Dr victor Madeira, author and consultant, will 
give a seminar at 5.30pm on 21 october in the 
Large Lecture room. Enquiries: claire.bunce@
nuffield.ox.ac.uk.

Subject: ‘ “a new kind of war”? Post-modern 
russian subversion, bolshevik style’

Political Science seminars

the following seminars will be given at 5pm on 
tuesdays in the clay room. organisers: Geoff 
Evans, ray Duch, James tilley, Sergi Pardos

Professor Paul Kellstedt, texas a&M
14 Oct: ‘The usefulness of consumer 
sentiment: assessing construct and 
measurement’

Professor rené Lindstädt, Essex
21 Oct: ‘Assessing the measurement of 
policy positions in expert surveys’

Professor arthur Spirling, Harvard 
28 Oct: ‘Informal institutions, latent 
variables and political methodology 
studying the emergence of the shadow 
cabinet in Westminster systems’

Professor roland Kappe, UcL
4 Nov: ‘asymmetric retrospective voting’

Professor vera troeger, Warwick 
11 Nov: ‘How much do children really cost? 
Maternity benefits and career opportunities 
of women in academia’

Professor natalia Letki, Warsaw 
18 Nov: tbc

Dr Jane Gingrich
25 Nov: ‘Parents against policy? the race 
between social investment and social 
closure’ 

Professor thomas Sattler, LSE
2 Dec: tbc

Sociology seminars

the following seminars will be given at 5pm on 
Wednesdays in the clay room. organisers: Jan 
o Jonsson, brian Nolan

Mathieu ichou
15 Oct: ‘Who they were there: immigrants’ 
educational selectivity and their children’s 
educational attainment’

Professor harry Ganzeboom, VU
22 Oct: ‘Measuring and modelling level of 
education in comparative research’

Dr Lindsey Macmillan, London
29 Oct: tbc

Joseph Workman
5 Nov: ‘the (conditional) resource dilution 
model: state- and community-level 
modifications’

Professor herman van de Werfhorst, 
Amsterdam

12 Nov: ‘Persistent inequality in positional 
education’

Professor Brian nolan, INEt 
19 Nov: tbc

26 Nov: tbc

Professor Marcy Carlson, Wisconsin
3 Dec: tbc

St Antony’s 

Asian Studies

the following events will take place in the 
Dahrendorf room, unless otherwise noted.

FiLM SCreeninG

the film Birth 1871: History, the State and 
the Arts of Denotified Tribes of India will be 
screened at 5.30pm on 17 october in the 
Saskatchewan theatre, Exeter. Sponsored by 
South asia Seminar Series and the oxford India 
Society.

eaSt aSia SeMinarS

the following seminars will be given at 5pm on 
tuesdays, unless otherwise noted. convener: 
Dr Rosemary Foot

Professor Stephan haggard, california
14 Oct: ‘the political economy of sanctions 
and inducements: the North Korean case’

Dr Katherine Morton, aNU
21 Oct: ‘China and the future of global 
governance’

Dr hugo Meijer, KcL
Mon, 27 Oct: ‘Is the US intent on containing 
china? the obama administration’s pivot to 
Asia reconsidered’

SoutheaSt aSian SeMinar SerieS 

the following seminars will be given at 2pm on 
Wednesdays in the Deakin room. convener: Dr 
Matthew J Walton

rui Feijo, coimbra
15 Oct: ‘timor Leste route to democracy: a 
critical appraisal’

Claudio Sporanzetti
29 Oct: ‘Moving in the cracks: motorcycle 
taxi drivers, street protest and the fragility 
of power in the thai capital’

Postgraduate research Colloquium
12 Nov: Postgraduates studying Southeast 
asia give brief synopses of their recent 
fieldwork or research plans, with feedback 
from other scholars

http://cess-web.nuff.ox.ac.uk/calendar/seminars
mailto:claire.bunce@nuffield.ox.ac.uk
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Lena rethel, Warwick, and Kerstin Steiner, 
Monash 

28 Nov: ‘the evolution of Sukuk in Malaysia: 
imitation of the conventional capital market 
or innovation of Islamic financial practices?’

South aSian SeMinar SerieS

the following seminars will be given at 2pm 
on tuesdays in the Fellows’ Dining room. 
convener: Dr Faisal Devji

James Martin, Harvard
14 Oct: ‘the League of Nations and the 
making of a National Economic Council for 
India’

Dr Moin nizami
21 Oct: ‘The exercise of religious authority: 
Haji Imdadullah and the North Indian 
ulama’

anita anantharam, Florida
28 Oct: ‘Kitchen stories: food, domesticity 
and labour’

Burak akcapar, turkish ambassador to India
4 Nov: tbc

nita Kumar, claremont college
11 Nov: ‘a postcolonial agenda: the challenge 
of change in Indian education’

vedica Kant, writer
18 Nov: ‘ “Such a war has never been before”: 
colonial India and the First World War, 
1914–18’

Jan-Peter hartung, SoaS
25 Nov: ‘Networks of faith and action: 
making sense of frontier Deobandiyyat’

ayesha Siddiqa
2 Dec: ‘Pakistan’s metamorphosis to 
modernity’

European Studies Centre

all events will take place in the Seminar room, 
European Studies centre, 70 Woodstock road, 
unless otherwise noted.

DeBate

Professor vernon Bogdanor will lead a debate 
with Michel Barnier (to be confirmed) at 5pm 
on 4 November in the Nissan Lecture theatre 
to launch the new oxford Debate Series on the 
UK in Europe (EUUK@ox). In collaboration 
with Maison Française/Europaeum/Institute 
of European and comparative Law/centre 
for International Studies. chair: Professor 
timothy Garton-ash. convener: Jonathan 
Scheele

Subject: ‘referenda in Europe: perspectives 
from both sides of the Channel’

eSC Core SeMinar SerieS

the following seminars will be given at 5pm. 

Cecilia Bruzelius, elaine Chase, Martin 
Seeleib-Kaiser. Discussant: holger Lengfeld, 
Leipzig. conveners: Kalypso Nicolaïdis, Paola 
Mattei 

14 Oct: ‘EU citizenship, freedom of 
movement and social rights’

andrea teti, aberdeen. convener: Kalypso 
Nicolaïdis 

21 Oct: ‘Democracy, debt and confession: the 
politics of failure in Europe and the Middle 
East’

Jan Cienski, Warsaw bureau chief, Financial 
Times, Jan truszczyński, former Director 
General, DG Eac. Discussants: ina Strazdina, 
brussels correspondent, robert Madelin, 
Director General for communications 
Networks, content and technology, European 
commission. convener: Mikolaj Kunicki

28 Oct: ‘From accession negotiations to the 
2014 European elections: prospects and 
challenges of Poland’s EU integration’

Felix Krawatzek, Gwendolyn Sasse, 
Friedemann Pestel, Freiburg, nick Stargardt. 
convener: othon anastasakis

11 Nov: ‘Plurality and European memory’ 

rainer Muenz, Head of research and 
Knowledge, Erste Group bank. convener: 
Othon Anastasakis 

18 Nov: ‘25 years of transition and its impact 
on the economies of Eastern Europe’

Peo hansen, Linköping, and Stefan Jonsson, 
Linköping. Discussants: emily Jones, Paul 
Betts. convener: Kalypso Nicolaïdis 

25 Nov: ‘Eurafrica: the untold history of 
European integration and colonialism’ (co-
sponsored by the african Studies centre)

Johannes Paulmann. convener: Paul betts 
2 Dec: ‘The dilemmas of humanitarian aid: a 
historical perspective’

PeFM SeMinar SerieS

the following seminars will be given at 5pm. 

Colin Mayer. Chair: Adam Bennett
20 Oct: ‘Sustainable finance: restoring 
confidence and stability in the financial 
system’

valerie herzberg, advisor, cabinet of EU 
President Herman van rompuy. chair: David 
Vines

27 Oct: ‘How sustainable a contribution can 
macroprudential policies make?’

David Wright, Secretary General, International 
Organisation of Securities Commissions 
(IoSco). chair: David Vines

3 Nov: ‘Is global financial reform finished? 
What pieces are missing?’

Charles Collyns, chief Economist, Institute of 
International Finance (IFF), Washington Dc, 
and former assistant Secretary, US treasury. 
Chair: Adam Bennett

17 Nov: ‘Is the financial sector evolving 
in ways which are healthy for the global 
economy?’

Piroska nagy, Director for country Strategy 
and Policy, European bank for reconstruction 
and Development (EbrD). chair: adam 
Bennett

24 Nov: ‘What challenges do the spillovers 
from EU banking union pose for emerging 
economies in Europe?’

Cyrus ardalan, Vice-chairman, barclays bank. 
chair: David Vines

1 Dec: ‘can the tightening of financial 
regulation be made consistent with a 
resumption in sustainable growth?’

SeeSox SeMinarS

the following seminars will be given at 5pm. 

Loukas tsoukalis, athens; President, Hellenic 
Foundation for European and Foreign Policy 
(ELIaMEP). convener: othon anastasakis 

14 Nov: ‘the crisis in Greece and southern 
Europe: a whodunnit’

eleni Panagiotarea, advisor for the Ministries 
of Foreign affairs and Finance; Hellenic 
Foundation for European and Foreign Policy 
(ELIaMEP). chair: adam bennett 

26 Nov: ‘Greece in the Euro: economic 
delinquency or system failure?’

other eventS 

Kevin Cardiff, European court of auditors and 
formerly Permanent Secretary, Department of 
Finance, Ireland, will give a PEFM seminar at 
12.30pm on 21 october. 

Subject: ‘EU citizenship, freedom of 
movement and social rights’

valerie herzberg, European commission, 
russell Kincaid and Max Watson will give 
a PEFM seminar at noon on 5 November in 
Chatham House. Registration required.

Subject: ‘the coordination between 
macroprudential and macroeconomic 
policies: issues for Europe for the next ten 
years’
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PEFM will hold a seminar at 2pm on  
6 November in Lecture room 23, balliol. 
Panellists: Franco Bruni, bocconi; Leonardo 
Gambacorta, bank of International 
Settlements; heinz herrmann, Deutsche 
bundesban; David Llewellyn, Loughborough; 
James talbot, bank of England; oreste 
tristani, European central bank; John 
vickers; richard Woolhouse, british bankers’ 
association. chairs: Guido ascari, David Vines

Subject: ‘Financial and banking regulation, 
macroprudential and monetary policy after 
the crisis’

Fernando Frutuoso Di Melo, Director General, 
Europeaid, will give an ESc seminar at 5pm on 
10 November. Discussant: emily Jones. Chair: 
Kalypso Nicolaïdis

Subject: ‘Is EU development policy still 
relevant? Why and what for?’

rainer Muenz, Head of research and 
Knowledge, Erste Group bank, will give an ESc 
lunchtime seminar at 12.30pm on  
19 November. In association with coMPaS. 
Chair: tbc

Subject: ‘Global migration and its impact on 
Europe’

the Dahrendorf Programme for the Study 
of Freedom will give a Public Lecture at 
2.30pm on 21 November in the Nissan Lecture 
theatre. Speaker: Leslie Green. respondent: 
Matthew Walton. Jointly organised with the 
Programme in Modern burmese Studies and 
the Law Faculty.

Subject: ‘right speech’

SEESoX will screen turkish feature 
documentary My Child at 5pm on  
28 November. Panellists: Can Candan, director, 
and Metehan ozkan, co-producer/advisor. 
Chair: Elisabeth Kendall

Middle East Centre

tueSDay SeMinarS

the following seminars will be given at 5pm on 
tuesdays in the Library reading room, Middle 
East Centre. 

abderrahmane hadj-nacer, former 
Governor, central bank of algeria, and Kamal 
Benkoussa, candidate, 2014 Presidential 
Election

14 Oct: ‘crisis, stasis or reform? algeria since 
the arab Spring’

Professor Mohamed tozy, l’École de 
gouvernance et d’économie de rabat

18 Nov: ‘culture impériale dans le système 
politique marocain’ (lecture will be in 
French)

Dr roham alvandi, LSE
25 Nov: ‘Nixon, Kissinger and the Shah: the 
United States and Iran in the cold War’

Dr hisham hellyer, brookings/rUSI
2 Dec: ‘Egypt’s squandered – but not gone –  
revolution’

FriDay SeMinarS – a PoLariSeD 
MiDDLe eaSt

the following seminars will be given at 5pm in 
the Library reading room, Middle East centre. 

Professor Smadar Lavie, berkeley
17 Oct: ‘Wrapped in the flag of Israel: the 
racial formations of the chosen people in 
the chosen land’

Patrick Cockburn, Middle East 
correspondent, The Independent

24 Oct: ‘Iraq and Syria: ISIS and the new 
Sunni uprising’

Professor Matteo Legrenzi, ca’Foscari 
31 Oct: ‘the Saudi–Iranian rivalry: filling 
contested vacuums in the Middle East’

Gamon McLellan, SoaS
7 Nov: ‘Polarisation and the pursuit of 
power’

Dr Claudia Gazzini, International crisis Group
14 Nov: ‘Inside Libya’s civil war’

amal Khalaf, Projects curator, Serpentine 
Gallery

21 Nov: ‘Polarised bahrain’

helen Lackner, independent researcher and 
author 

28 Nov: ‘Yemen: from secular youthful 
hopes to Huthi dominance of the state’

Zied Ladhari and Selim Ben abdessalem, 
members, tunisian National constituent 
Assembly

5 Dec: ‘overcoming polarisation in tunisia’

Programme on Modern Poland

the following events will take place in the 
Seminar room, European Studies centre, 
unless otherwise noted. Further information: 
www.sant.ox.ac.uk/pomp.

FiLM SeMinarS

the following seminars will be given at 7.30pm. 
convener: Dr Mikolaj Kunicki

16 Oct: J’accuse by abel Gance (discussant: 
Dr robert Gildea)

23 Oct: The End of St Petersburg by Vsevolod 
Pudovkin (discussant: Dr David Priestland)

30 Oct: All Quiet on Western Front by Lewis 
Milestone 

13 Nov: Good Soldier Svejk (part 1) by Karel 
Stekly

20 Nov: Paths of Glory by Stanley Kubrick

27 Nov: Gallipoli by Peter Weir

LeCture

tomáš halík, charles, will lecture at 5.30pm 
on 6 November in the Nissan Lecture theatre, 
in collaboration with the czech and Slovak 
Society.

Subject: ‘Homo sovieticus, Havel and the 
pope: moral and intellectual dissent in 
czechoslovakia and Poland’

North American Studies Programme

SeMinarS

the following seminars will be given at 5pm 
on Mondays in the Pavilion Seminar room. 
convener: Dr Halbert Jones

Dr halbert Jones 
20 Oct: ‘the war has brought peace to 
Mexico: World War II and the consolidation 
of the post-revolutionary state’. book 
presentation, with comment by Professor 
alan Knight (joint session with the Latin 
American History Seminar)

Professor rey Koslowski, albany/SUNy
27 Oct: ‘the interaction of US and Mexican 
immigration reform processes and 
increasing migration through Mexico’

Dr tony McCulloch, UcL 
3 Nov: ‘tacit alliance? Franklin roosevelt, 
Stanley baldwin and the anglo-american 
rapprochement of 1935–7’

Dr iain Johnston, Sciences Po
17 Nov: ‘canada, the commonwealth and 
british victory in the Second World War’

ConFerenCe

a conference to mark the 20th anniversary of 
the North american Free trade agreement will 
be held in two parts on 10 and 28 November in 
the Pavilion Seminar room. Sessions providing 
business and government perspectives on 
NAFTA and the state of North American 
regionalism will take place 3–6.30pm on 10 
November, and sessions offering academic 
analysis of NaFta’s impact will be held 10am–
4pm on 28 November. Further details and 
information on registration: www.sant.ox.ac.
uk/nas/events. 

Subject: ‘Integration, identity and 
regionalism in North America: 20 years after 
NAFTA’

www.sant.ox.ac.uk/nas/events
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Russian and Eurasian Studies Centre

SeMinar SerieS: ruSSian anD 
euraSian ForeiGn PoLiCieS anD 
PoLitiCS

the following seminars will be given at 5pm 
on Mondays in the Nissan Lecture theatre. 
conveners: Professor roy allison, Professor 
Neil MacFarlane

Professor roy allison
13 Oct: ‘russian intervention in Ukraine: 
crossing the Rubicon’

Dr Kataryna Wolczuk, birmingham
20 Oct: ‘In the cross-fire of integration: 
Ukraine, the EU and russia’

Dr Luca anceschi, Glasgow
27 Oct: ‘Regime neo-Eurasianism: 
rethinking the politics of foreign policy in 
post-Soviet Kazakhstan’

Dr Jody LaPorte
3 Nov: ‘corruption and authoritarianism in 
Central Asia’

he ambassador natalie Sabanadze, Georgian 
ambassador to belgium and Luxembourg 

10 Nov: ‘Georgia, the EU association 
agreement and wider foreign policy 
challenges’ 

Professor tuomas Forsberg, tampere
17 Nov: ‘Emotions in russian foreign policy’

Dr rick Fawn, St andrews
24 Nov: ‘Post-Soviet states and international 
norms: introducing the idea of internal 
conditionality’

Dr andrew Wilson, UcL
1 Dec: ‘Lessons of the Ukraine crisis’

St Catherine’s 

Alan Tayler Lecture

Professor alan Champneys, bristol, will 
deliver this year’s alan tayler Lecture 
at 5pm on 24 November in the bernard 
Sunley Lecture theatre. refreshments from 
4.15pm. to register: www.stcatz.ox.ac.uk/
alantaylerregistration.

Subject: ‘the dynamics of mathematics with 
industry’

St Edmund Hall 

OXCEP Distinguished Speaker series

Professor Justin yifu Lin, Peking and former 
chief economist, World bank, will lecture at 
5pm on 17 october in the Doctorow Lecture 
room. chair: John Knight

Subject: ‘China’s rise and structural 
transformation in Africa: ideas and 
opportunities’

St Hilda’s 

Lady English Lecture

Fiona Millar, journalist and campaigner, will 
deliver the Lady English Lecture at 6.15pm on 
5 November in the Jacqueline du Pré Music 
building. to register: www.st-hildas.ox.ac.uk/
events.

Subject: ‘What should the state wish for all 
its children?’

St John’s 

St John’s College Research Centre

annuaL reSearCh Centre LeCture

Professor Dame hermione Lee will give the 
St John’s annual research centre Lecture at 
5.30pm on 23 october in the Kendrew cafe 
as part of the 2,000 Women celebrations (to 
mark the admission of 2,000 women students 
since 1979). Followed by drinks reception. all 
welcome. to register: eva.reinhardt@sjc.ox.ac.
uk.

Subject: ‘biographical challenges’

interDiSCiPLinary SeMinarS in 
PSyChoanaLySiS

the following seminars will take place at 
8.15pm in the Lecture room, St John’s college 
research centre, 45 St Giles’. Free to University 
members and mental health professionals, but 
space is limited. It is helpful (but not essential) 
to register: paul.tod@sjc.ox.ac.uk. conveners: 
Louise braddock, richard Gipps, Paul tod

elisa Galgut, capetown
20 Oct: ‘the marriage of two minds: 
empathy, mentalisation and the sonnet’

Barbara Gold taylor, QUML
3 Nov: ‘The last asylum: a memoir of 
madness in our times’

Simon May, KcL
17 Nov: ‘What is love?’

Somerville 

Monica Fooks Memorial Lecture 

Professor ian Goodyer, cambridge, will 
deliver the Monica Fooks Memorial Lecture 
at 5pm on 14 November in the University 
Museum.

Subject: ‘Depressive illnesses in the teenage 
years’

University College 

Oxford Medievalism Seminar

Dr Clare Broome Saunders will 
lecture at 5pm on 12 November in the 
Goodhart Seminar room. Details: http://
oxfordmusicandtheology.wordpress.com.

Subject: ‘Women writers and medievalism 
in the 19th century’

Wolfson 

Ronald Syme Lecture

Professor Christopher Pelling will deliver the 
ronald Syme Lecture at 6pm on 6 November 
in the Leonard Wolfson auditorium.

Subject: ‘The rhetoric of The Roman 
Revolution’

Sarfraz Lecture

Mehmood Khan achakzai will deliver the first 
Sarfraz lecture at 6pm on 30 october in the 
Leonard Wolfson auditorium.

Subject: ‘Pakistan is a viable and not a failed 
state if...?’

Oxford Centre for Life-Writing

SeMinarS

Professor Sue thomas, La trobe, will lead an 
informal seminar at 5.30pm on 14 october in 
the Haldane Room. 

Subject: ‘Ghostly presences: James Potter 
Lockhart and Jane Maxwell Lockhart in 
Jean rhys’s writing’

Dr tom Mole, Edinburgh, and Dr Sandra 
Mayer, Vienna, will speak at 5.30pm on  
14 November in the Haldane room. 

Subject: ‘the author in the popular 
imagination’

the following seminar will be held from 2pm 
on 26 November in the buttery. Queries: lee-
von.kim@mod-langs.ox.ac.uk. convener: Lee-
Von Kim

Subject: ‘Life times: temporality and 
narrative seminar’

Brigitta olubas, New South Wales, Kathryn 
Laing, Limerick, and Faith Binckes, bath Spa, 
will speak at an informal seminar at 5.30pm on 
27 November in the Haldane room. 

Subject: ‘reclamations: writing on the lives 
of Shirley Hazzard and Hannah Lynch’

www.stcatz.ox.ac.uk/alantaylerregistration
mailto:eva.reinhardt@sjc.ox.ac.uk
mailto:lee-von.kim@mod-langs.ox.ac.uk
http://www.st-hildas.ox.ac.uk/events
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Michelle Kelly will speak at an informal 
seminar as part of ocLW’s life-writing lunch 
series at 1pm on 2 December in the Haldane 
room. Free but registration required: www.
wolfson.ox.ac.uk/clusters/life-writing/events/
lwlunch.

Subject: ‘J M coetzee, autobiography and 
confession’

LeCtureS

Lucy hughes-hallett will lecture at 5.30pm 
on 21 october in the Leonard Wolfson 
Auditorium.

Subject: ‘the poet who doesn’t know: 
Gabriele D’annunzio’

Professor Miranda Seymour, Nottingham 
trent, will lecture at 5.30pm on 4 November in 
the Leonard Wolfson auditorium.

Subject: ‘the pity of war: the longer view of 
England and Germany’

WorKShoP

a full-day workshop will be held from 9am 
on 1 November in the Haldane/Florey rooms. 
Fee: £100 including lunch (£60 students). to 
register: www.wolfson.ox.ac.uk/oclw-events. 
conveners: Hermione Lee, Elleke boehmer, 
Lyndall Gordon, clare Morgan

Subject: ‘Quest for materials: life-writing 
challenges’

PerForManCe

rosie Lavan and ellie Lavan will perform Wild 
Laughter, a production about albert James, 
D’oyly carte stage clown, at 7.30pm on 11 
November in the Haldane room. 

Blackfriars Hall 

Seminar

Dr Luciano Maffi, catholic University Milan, 
will lead a seminar at 4.30pm on 6 November 
in the Aula.

Subject: ‘the history of social support for 
the needy’

Day conference

a conference will be held from 10am on  
25 october. Speakers: Gillian evans, 
cambridge, Giles Gasper, Durham, David 
Luscombe, Sheffield, alexander Murray 
and Samu niskanen. Fee: £10 including 
refreshments (students free). to register: ian.
logan@bfriars.ox.ac.uk. convener: Dr Ian Logan

Subject: ‘Sir Richard Southern’s Saint Anselm 
and his biographer’

Las Casas Institute

annuaL LeCture 

Professor Margaret archer, President, 
Pontifical academy of Social Sciences, will 
deliver the Las casas Institute 2014 annual 
Lecture at 5pm on 12 November at St John’s.

Subject: ‘ “We believe” – but who or what are 
“we” ‘?

ConFerenCe

a conference will be held from 9.30am on  
1 November in the andrew Wiles building. Fee: 
£20. register by 24 october: lascasas@bfriars.
ox.ac.uk. 

Subject: ‘christianity in the contemporary 
Middle East – the life and death of a 
tradition?’

St Stephen’s House 

Guest Lecture

Dr annie Skinner will deliver the Guest 
Lecture at 4.30pm on 23 october in the 
Couratin Room.

Subject: ‘Father Benson and the hidden 
histories of east Oxford’

Other Groups 

Friends of the Bodleian

the following lectures will be given at 1pm 
on tuesdays in convocation House, bodleian 
Library.

Professor Michael Burden
21 Oct: ‘Le Cinesi: an opera about operas’

Dr William Poole
18 Nov: ‘John Milton and the bodleian 
Library – and a new book from Milton’s 
library’

Oxford Italian Association 

Lectures

the following lectures will be given at 8pm. 
admission: members £2, non-members £5, 
students under 30 free.

Dr Jon Whiteley will speak on 22 october in 
the Mary ogilvie Lecture theatre, St anne’s.

Subject: ‘Paolo Veronese’

Mr richard owen will speak on  
19 November in the Pauling centre for Human 
Sciences, 58a banbury road.

Subject: ‘a sun will rise in me: D H Lawrence 
and Italy’

Film

the film L’Amico di Famiglia (with English 
subtitles) will be shown at 8pm on  
31 october in the tawney room, rewley 
House, Wellington Square. admission: £2. 

Oxfordshire Mind

andrew Graham-Dixon will deliver an 
oxfordshire Mind talk at 5.30pm on  
17 November in the taylor Institution. Entry: 
£5 (£3 concessions).

Subject: ‘caravaggio and me’

Friends of the Pitt Rivers Museum 

the following lectures will be given at 6pm for 
6.30pm on Wednesdays in the Pitt rivers New 
Extension, robinson close. Visitors welcome 
(entry: £2). tea and coffee available prior to 
events. Information: www. prm.ox.ac.uk.

richard Snailham
15 Oct: ‘art and architecture of Ethiopia’

Keireine Canavan
19 Nov: ‘Middle Eastern al-Sadu textiles: 
lost meanings and future prospects’

www.wolfson.ox.ac.uk/clusters/life-writing/events/lwlunch
mailto:ian.logan@bfriars.ox.ac.uk
mailto:lascasas@bfriars.ox.ac.uk



